Trustees adopt motion
on Burma and Sudan
investor awareness
By BEN HERBST
EDITOR IN CHIEF

After hearing student concerns at
their spring meetings and receiving a
motion from the Student Government
Association, the Board of Trustees
voted to adopt a resolution concerning
the College 's direct and indirect
investments in Burma and Sudan
Surpassing student expectations , the
College decided to divest from one
direct investment , and will notif y fund
managers that they would prefer they
not invest in companies that could
financiall y support Sudan
While the College recognizes their
endowment is not a hugel y si gnificant
tool for influencing governments .
President William D Adams said
administrators and the board still
wanted to make a statement on the
College 's position Part of the motion
read that the Board note that the
actions "were taken as a result of
hig hl y extraordinary circumstances
and that the College should rarely if
ever use its endowment as a vehicle
for political expression or activism. "
"(The motion] represents , I believe ,
both the board's hig h regard for student concerns and our community 's
joint commitment to these issues ."
Adams wTotc in a recent e-mail to students. He was out of town following
the board meetings and unavailable
for direct comment.
Students with the Movement for
Continued on Page 3

College hosts former U.N. human rights commissioner
Ireland , saying that he had stayed and
worked for peace when Bill Clinton
had made empty similar promises. She
On Oct. 12 the College 's Goldfarb said that as she spoke the final pieces
Center for Public Affairs and Civic might have been put into a place for an
agreement between Northern Ireland
Engagement hosted former president
of Ireland and former United Nations and Britain, but she had not yet heard
Commissioner of Human Rights Mary the result of the peace talks . She did
Robinson Robinson spoke to a say, however, that if history was
Lorimer Chapel filled nearly to capac- indeed being made , "I have no doubl
ity about the challenge of human
that George Mitchell' s name will be
mentioned several tunes and for good
rights in the twenty-First century.
Robinson became the second guest reason. "
lo come to the College as part of the
Moving on to more "pressing
George J Mitchell Lecture Series. issues" of human rights . Robinson diswhich began last
cussed the discrepanyear.
President
cy
in
global
definitions of the very
William D Adams
term. The experiences
thanked Mitchell ,
she described demonfor whom the series
is named , for bringstrated that "human
ing Robinson to
rig hts " means different things to different
campus. Mitchell
worked
with
people. "It 's very
important sometimes
Robinson on the
Northern
Ireland
that you have internaficna! standards that
Peace Agreement
during his service as
can help when the
national standards arc
U.S.
Senator,
not adequate, " she
according
to
Mary
Robinson
Goldfarb
Chair
said.
Former
U.N.
Commissioner
ot
Sandy Maisel. A
The stories she told
Human Rights
and issues she disWaterville Native .
Mitchell was the
cussed focused mainly on the rights of women around the
Senate Majority Leader from 19X4-94
world. Her stones of protecting the
and also Secretary of State
Robinson acknowled ged the signif- citizens of the world throug h the
icance of Mitchell' s work and also his United Nations were occasionally
regard for the College "In the letter he laced with fundamental guidelines for
described his own background, so 1 dip lomacy that her experiences taug ht
know that Colby College is a special
her to be true "If you really believe
something is worth doing, be prepared
place for Senator Mitchell. !f 1 understood him correctl y, he built the to pay the price ," she said "If you get
p lace ." Robinson joked She noted criticized , so be it."
She mentioned her visits to Somalia
that he is well known and appreciated
in both Northern and Southern
in the early nineties . Rwanda, overBy JOHN DeBRUICKER
NEWS EDITOR

If you really
believe something is worth
doing, be prepared to pay
the price. If you
get criticized ,
so be it.
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Mary Rohirison speaks on the challenge of human rights in the twentv-first century in Larimer Chapel.
flowing prisons and decimated villages. She said that the world has been
slow to learn the lessons from Rwanda
and app ly them to the genocide in
Darfur "Wc said after Rwanda , 'never
again. ' And yet wc are not reall y
focusing the world's attention ," she
said. "Wc could relieve the suffering
of those women who have been raped
when they go for firewood and water."
The world has not learned from gross

violations of human rights to let the
U.N. do its job.
She read from a poem entitled
"From the Republic of Conscience,"
which encourages the reader to act as
a dual citizen; to act both locally and
globall y at once. As consumers, support fair trade. "In 2006, if human
rights are going to matter in small
places close to home, they have to
matter a great deal more in the corri-

Alumnus has big vision for a big building Senatorial
historic appeal , such as the lofty ceilings, large 1890s style windows , and
old wooden staircases.
"It clearly would explode the
Picture a vibrant downtown neighborhood bustling with a mixture of downtown ," City Mayor Paul LePage
artists, musicians, professionals and said of the project. "There is no quescollege students Imagine Waterville as tion that if the building is retrof itted
a city that attracts creative-minded peo- for housing, retail , and office space it
ple who want to live and work in a hip would be a major shot in the arm to
environment. This is the vision of Paul the downtown."
Renovation will take place in two
Boghossian '76, an alumnus and developer spearheading a project to renovate phases, beginning with the 230,000
square
toot
the Hathaway buildHathaway building.
ing and two former
The second phase
textile miles to
will include the two
house apartments,
adjacent buildings ,
offices , restaurants ,
bringing the square
and shops
footage just south of
Constructed by the
half
a
million
Lockwood Company
"When it is fully
in the late 1800s as
built out i expect
cotton mills , the three
that there will be
adjacent bnck and
close
to a thousand
granite buildings sit
along the Kennebec
peop le living and
working
here."
River and anchor the
Boghossian said. He
south end of downtown Tlie largest of
Paul Boghossian Y6 expects the project
the three structures ,
Developer will break ground
before the end of the
and the first to be renyear and estimates a
du ated. is best known
for housing the manufacturing headquar- year to eig hteen months before peop le
ters of the Hathaway Shirt Company for start moving into the buildings.
"1 have been w orking on this for
165 years. It was only within the past
five months that Boghossian wasable to two and a half years now, which
acquire the other two buildings, which sounds like a long time but for a prohave gone through a senres of owners, ject of this magnitude is actually a
bringing them all under common owner- short time to plan out and mobilize. "
he said.
ship once again
"The space is really compelling, "
The total project will cost a little
Bog hossian commented of the over 50 million dollars. The bulk of
Hathaway. "You can spend a lot of the money is coming from various tax
money on a building and n won 't cap- credits , notabl y one given by the state
ture people 's imagination and soul the for historic rehabilitation. Another
way these spaces will. " He p lans to source of money comes from the
modernize the structure white at the
same time preserving aspects of its
Continued on Page 3
By CHELSEA EAKIN
FEATURES EDITOR

Students mingle at the Fall Ball held in the IVadsworth Gy mnasium sponsored by the Board of Trustees.

Board holds meetings, has a ball
By BEN HERBST
EDITOR IN CHIEF

The Board of Trustees ascended
Mayfower Hill this past Friday and
Saturday for their annual fall campus
meetings. Among topics discussed
were continuing and future building
projects , student affairs and the status
of the "Reaching the World A
Campaign for Colby " drive. The
biggest news of the weekend came
from the investments committee ,
which passed a motion (which was
subsequentl y passed b > the full board)
regarding the responsible investing
issue that students raised last spring

INSIDE

THIS
ISSUE:

(See column I)
The board voted to extend the dialogue housing pilot , the Greenhouse ,
another year, following a presentation
by (Catherine Boyce '08 on the activities of the house, provided that the
structure of the program and student
interest stay the same By January the
board hopes to come up with criteria
for future proposals , and according to
Student Government Association
President Tom Testo *07, who sits on
the student affairs committee , any
expansion will match student interest
and not exceed it.
At the meeting, funding was
approved for a new professor in math-

ematics—the firth of ten new faculty
positions planned for in the strategic
plan of 2002—as well as a tenure
track psychology position. As part of
an effort to familiarize students with
trustees and vice versa, the board
sponsored the Fall Ball Friday nig ht in
the Wadsworth Gymnasium (See article page 4) with great success. 'The
board was very pleased with the student turnout for the fall Ball and
hopes everyone had a good time."
Executive Assistant to the President
and Secretary of the Corporation Sall y
Baker said. Also, the Pug h Center cclConttnued on Pase 2

Take a trek to
Tumbledown on
Page 2.

dors of power. She took a step back
to characterize power as not onl y in
the hands of organizations such as the
World Bank or the U.N , but also in
large corporations , as they need to
assume more responsibility with their
growing power. Looking up at the students in the room, she said "some of
you when you go where you arc going
to go, will be able to be very influential in the**? areas."

You can spend a
lot of money on
a building and it
won't capture
people's imagination and soul
the way these
spaces will.

Suzanne
Merkelson l 09
wrestles with
career choices on
Page 4.

debate held
on campus
By JOHN DeBRUICKER
NEWS EDITOR

News crews , cameramen and several Maine residents descended upon
the campus last Sunday nig ht to watch
as incumbent senator Olympia Snowc
debated against Democrat Jean Hay
Bright and independent William H
Slavick. David Offer, executive editor
of the Kennebec Journal and Morning
Sentinel , moderated the debate which
was sponsored by the Goldfarb Center
for Public Affairs and Civic
Engagement in conjunction with the
newspapers.
First elected to the U S Senate in
1994 and reelected in 2000 with 67
percent of the vote . Snowe also boasts
16 years in the
House of
Representatives representing Maine 's
second district. She was met with
thunderous app lause after being introduced as the onl y woman to serve on
both houses of a state legislature and
the U.S. Congress Offer instructed
the audience to be seated and hold all
applause until the end
From his opening statement to Ins
closing remarks, Slavick' s language
was marked with passion and resolute
dissatisfaction with the current administration. A Christian, Tennessee
native and college professor . Slav ick' s
emphasis fell on the importance of the
environment and social justice . "Our
government is primarily committed to
further empowering the powerful and
enriching the rich, " he said. He
Continued on Paee 2

Get ready for The
Departed on Page
7.
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On Wednesday Oct. 18 all three
dining halls collected cans of food as
part of Sodexho's nationwide effort to
break the Guinness Book of Records
mark for the most non-perishable
items collected on one day. The
College 's collection goal of 1,863
items, a can for every enrolled student,
was not met. A total of 811 items,
weighing 719 pounds , were recorded
by Dining Services.
"We did not reach our collection
goal on Wednesday, but we will only
know of the Guinness Book of
Records decision on the record-breaking matter after November 3rd ,"
Director of Dining Services Varun
Avasti said.
Overall, Avasti said that the event
was successful. "Initiall y we decided
to have the collection day after the
Famil y Homecoming Weekend and
Fall Break as we hoped that the two
holidays would boost the numbers, ft
turned out the oth?r way around. Yet,
the result of 719 pounds of food collected surpassed our initial estimate of
500 pounds." Avasthi expressed grati-

GETTING OFF THE HILL

By CHRIS ZAJCHOWSKI
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

With the leaves on the ground,
Kfltadbin closed, and the third season
of "Lost " in full swing, it seems
everyone's lost her appetite for getting into the outdoors. We've hit the
existential eddy that follows the Fall
Ball and last till the 'freshies' hit in
late November: no leaves + no snow
m:i>^ confusion (or a Sartre binge).
But . snap out of it Colby College—
there 's a beautiful world out there
uaitme just for you.
This week, in order to
get you off the hill , we're
featuring a personal
fav orite- Tumbledown
Mountain
Reasons to
Tumbledown

top, have a great view, and be back at
campus well in time for chicken fingers at Dana. Estimated average,
round-trip time—including driving,
hiking and some pictures at the top—
is around 7-8 hours.
3. Variety: Tumbledown offers
three ascents, but for brevity's sake
I'll highlight two. The most common
ascent is from the Brook Trail. The
Brook Trail is well marked and fairly
straightforward. After roughly an
hour and half of ascent the trail will
spill out onto Tumbledown Pond.
Once at the pond, you can take a

Hike

1 - Accessibility: The
great
thing
about
Tumbledown Mt. (3068
ft.) is that it 's accessible
for all levels of hikers.
So. w hether you spent
the summer in the Alps
with \our sweet friends,
or think "hiking in
gators " is Kevin Burns'
tnbutc to the late Steve Erwin. you're
set Tumbledown is an equal-opportunity mountain.
'I. Proximity. Tumbledown is little
over an hour and half drive from
Coiby. and is a pretty short day-hike.
So, if vou leave campus at 9:00 a.m.
on a Sunday, you can get up to the

break, or continueon another 15 mm.
to the summit. Option 2 brings you
the "Loop Trail," The Loop Trail can
be a bit tricky in parts, so be sure to
stay with the blue blazes. The Loop
Trail ascent is slightly steeper, and
towards the end of the ascent you'll
reach Fat Man's Misery, a set of

tude particularly to those students who
live off-campus for participating in the
event. "I was surprised to see them
drive to campus and drop off the can:
for us I believe that the timing of the
collection day was one of the administrative factors that we should improve
on whenever similar events are to be
held If the College agrees that this is
something worth doing for the
Waterville
community,
Dining
Services will definitely be happy to
organize events like this one in the
future, but at a more advantageous
time."
Roberts Dining Hall collected 433
cans, followed by Foss with 232 cans
and Dana with 146 cans. "It is interesting that the most popular dining
hall collected the fewest items"
Avasthi commented. The most common types of cans collected were corn
and green beans, baked beans, and
chicken noodle soup. The 811 cans
collected at the College together with
the 900 from the University of Maine,
628 from the Maine Maritime
Academy and 100 from Thomas

International coffee hour continues its tradition
By PO YIN WONG
STAFF WRITER

Fissure caves where a little creativity
is necessary. From the caves proceed
to the top, and, if overwhelmed by
curiosity, follow the blue blazes
down to Tumbledown Pond This
route takes approximately two hours.
Words of Advice:
l.You can create a "loop" by
ascending on the Loop Trail, and then
taking the Brook Trail down from
Tumbledown Pond. If this is your
aim, be sure to follow the trail that
descends from the pond Also, be
sure to shuttle a car prior to your
hike, as the Brook and
Loop (railheads are a
decent distance apart
2. While there arc a
handful of other trails in
the Tumbledown Ridge
area, I would recommend holding back the
urge to explore as they
can be confusing and get
you lost fairly quickly.
Stick to Loop and Brook
Trails, and, if you're into
exploring, bring a map
and give yourself a couple extra hours.
3. Bring water, warm
layers, and let someone
know where you're
going!
So, put down the remote, put on
some gators, and get outside! For
more information , maps, gear, etc.
stop by the Colby Outing Club office
in the basement of Mary Low, or contact Jonathan Milne, director of
Outdoor Safety and Education at
jdniilne@colby.edu.

College, will be distributed to homeless shelters throughout Maine ,
including the local Mid-Maine
Homeless Shelter in Waterville.
This was the first time the College
held the can collection campaign. In
the past. Dining Services put together
a similar but smaller scale event called
Caring Cans during the holidays. "We
will do that again this year maybe in
December. We expect that the experience we have gained from the can collection drive this time will enhance the
organization and outcome of future
events," Avasthi said.
Avasthi also mentioned the upcoming Thanksgiving Hunger Fast organized by the Newman Council each
year. Students are encouraged to give
up their dinner meals on that day,
allowing the $2.10 per meal per student to become part of a donation that
Dining Services gives to local homeless shelters. "Statistically about 400450 students give up their meals. Of
course, as an effort to fight hunger in
Maine, we hope to see more meals
given up," Avasthi said.

Every Friday from 4:30 to 6:00
freshly baked goodies are served
along with coffee , hot chocolate, and
tea for free in the Mary Low Coffee
House as part of International Coffee
Hour. It is a tradition that has taken
place for more than ten years.
"It is a great way to end the busy
week and a wonderful start to the
weekend!"
Susan
McDougal ,
Associate Dean of International
Affairs explained. "The most important thing is we want more people to
come to the coffee hour. It is for every
student and faculty on campus even
though it is called the 'International
Coffee Hour.'"
The Coffee Hour was started by the
International Club and is still sponsored by the International Affairs
office. "However, there is no reason
for any person to miss the event
because of the word 'international,'"
McDougal said.

Hande Yalnizoglu'08, one of the
student workers for the Coffee Hour,
would rather the event not be titled
'International. ' "Every week we
choose two recipes from a cookbook
to bake and serve during the coffee
hour. The atmosphere, the food and
the whole coffee hour concept is nothing 'international ' really. It is a time
foe people to have fun and meet new
people."
McDougal and Yalnizoglu, along
with Veronica Romero '09 and Tutu
Musumali '08 organize several special
Coffee Hours during the year.
"Coming up next Friday, October
27th, will be the Halloween Coffee
Hour with pumpkin carving," Romero
explained. Other themes for this year
include various holidays, Salsa, and
meeting one another's roommates.
"More importantly, the Coffee Hour
can be a channel to so many causes
besides gathering students together.
Last year we had a Coffee Hour dedicated to fund-raising for the earthquake in Palestine," Musumali said.

TRUSTEES: Campaignsandpresidentimpress
Continued From Page I
ebrated its ten year anniversary
Saturday. Trustee Larry Pugh *56 and
his wife Jean van Curan Pugh '55, the
benefactors of the building were on
hand for the festivities Saturday afternoon.
Recent issues between students and
the police officers were also a topic of
brief discussion. "Student Affairs also
talked about the off-campus students
and their interactions with the local
police. They were anxious to have student perspectives on that, and Tom
Testo spoke about the ways students
are trying to improve things, as did
Jim Terhune," Baker added.
The board welcomed six new
trustees, and also elected four new
overseers.
CONSTRUCTION PROGRESSING

Members of the ph ysical plant
committee enjoyed a tour of the
Diamond Building Friday, and
received an update on the Pulver

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log

Pavilion addition to Cotter Union.
Both projects are on schedule. "The
construction company is assuring us
they will be done on time and on budget," Administrative Vice President
Doug Terp, who sits on the PPC, said.
"The campus looks terrific. Diamond
is on budget and on time for delivery
in early January [20]07," Chairman of
the Board Joe Boulos wrote in a email, adding "Pat Murphy and her
staff are dong a wonderful job administering the tremendous growth in the
physical plant." The committee spoke
about other future projects that are in
early planning stages as well. "We
talked about a number of different
issues ranging from current projects...to more long term proposals
including Roberts Row renovations,
the new bookstore and North Street
repairs ," SGA Secretary and PPC
committee member Nicholas Cade
'08 said.
CAMPAIGN AHEAD OF SCHEDULE

The Campaign Cabinet reported
good news to the full board—they are
$1 million ahead of schedule, with
$134.5 million collected , including
nearly $12 million collected this summer. Trustee Bill Montgoris '99, who
recently chaired a substantial, and
successful capital campaign for his
alma mater, St John's University, said
that the progress was very impressive.
"My experience in capital campaigns
has been that people are not paying
much attention to their charitable
activities during the summer months
when they are trying to rest and relax
from the pressures and tensions of the
work life," he said in a recent interview. He echoed those sentiments as
well as praised President William D.
Adams, Vice President for College
Relations Richard Ammons and the
College Relations staff, during the full
board meeting. "[The trustees] were
all very pleased, they think Bro is
doing a great job along with College
Relations," Testo said.
According
to
Director
of
Communications Richard Collins, the
next event is a regional celebration in
Seattle on Nov. 30.

three-way debate
Continued From Page I
attacked Snowe for contributing to
what he called a Military-Industrial
complex. "She voted for every U.S.
military appropriation and for every
needless war," he said. When questioning turned to possible breaches of
the Geneva Convention, Slavick
replied "I stand for respect for the dignity of every human being." He
doubted that any domestic law could
really be done to make the country
safer given the circumstances of our
international relations and vulnerability.
Snowe made several points to
emphasize her willingness to act
across partisan lines and continue to
bring a centrist voice to the Senate. "I
happen to believe that my experience
and my commitment to changing the
current
political
climate
in
Washington can and does make a difference." Despite being a Republican,
she voted to pass the bill permitting
stem cell research that President
George Bush recently vetoed. In
response to a question set forth by an
audience member, she defended her
shift against the war in Iraq saying
that she changed her mind after visiting the country first hand, and that
strategies have to adapt. Time
Magazine recently named her one of
the ten best U.S. Senators.
Hay Bright said she was running
because she wanted "her country
back." She claimed that the Iraq war
was on Snowe's watch, and that the
incumbent had voted for it when it
mattered. Hay Bright said that the war
was lost and that we needed to remove
our troops as soon as possible, a sentiment shared by all candidates present. She was outraged that Snowe
had supported the bill that enabled the
president to determine methods of torture for enemy combatants. Snowe
said that detainees still had the right to
(rial by jury and that the legislation
was in concordance with the Genevea
Convention and the Constitution.

My experience
and my commitment to changing the political
climate in
Washington can
and does make
a difference.
Olympia Snowe

United States Senator

Hay Bright saw potential for
national single payer healthcare, for
which all candidates advocated. "If
we stop wasting money on weapons
we cannot use, or needless wars, and
on unwanted tax cuts for the rich, we
would have a trillion dollars a year for
such needed focuses as healthcare,"
he said. Currently serving as chair of
the Senate Committee on Small
Businesses and Entrepeneurship,
Snowe cited her plan for small business health insurance to combine with
national plans. Each stressed healthcare as a national basic right.
With regard to the threats from
North Korea, Slavick credited Bush
for perpetuating violence against the
U.S. by using terms like "axis of evil"
to describe the global powers we fear
to have
nuclear
capabilities.
According to Hay Bright , the U.S.
needs to step up its diplomacy and
"treat these nations as national peers,
as sovereign countries that they are,
and get off our high horse and gel
something done for peace in the
world."
The issue of the environment surfaced throughout the debate. Snowe
did not speak with the same fervor as
Slavick , but proposed a concrete plan
to regulate carbon dioxide emissionssomething that the current administration does not monitor. Snowe 's
closing statements, delivered in her
thinly veiled Maine accent , underscored more specific initiatives
whereas the other candidates mostly
discussed values. She discussed her
desire to preserve jobs, enhance social
security and change the partisan political climate in Washington. She said
that when asked why she had to be so
independent , she simply responded , "1
can 't help it. I' m from Maine. "

Develop ment could breathe new lif e into downtown

Boghossian does not expect that vol- College has been trying to be hel p ful , "You have lo work on physical
ume in Waterville , but believes that the quiet and careful with regard to the appearance and look at business mix
city 's proximity to the interstate could construction "It is not impossible that and involve as many peop le as possible. "
attract a significant visiting popula- one day Colby might use it. " he said.
It is hard to know how the project
The renovation plans fit well with
tion.
will affect the city as a whole. "It
The second phase will also include broader city goals for revitalizing
would
all depend on who the tenants
an
area
which
Boghossian
the construction of museum exhibition downtown,
space, a boutique-style hotel , a confer- said has recentl y seen a resurgence of in the building are," Mayor LePage
ence center, and more apartments. The interest and energy The project com- said. "If you go into other parts of the
city has approved a plan to create plements the Head of the Falls city to find the tenants to move to the
live/work space, an appealing living Waterfront Development project , Hathaway you reall y haven 't done
situation for creative professionals which aims to create a mixture of pub- much to improve the entire city."
A key component lo the plans is the
such as graphic and web designers lic facilities and private development
who want to live and practice their on ten acres of city-owned property inclusion of apartment space, a housalong the riverfront downtown . "With ing option that is limited in the aret
trade in the same location.
After kayaking down the Kennebec these projects the downtown would and tends to attract a younger crowd
River earlier this month, Boghossian is essentially be along the nvcrbank ," not interested in home ownership.
"All downtown revitalization experts
sure an outfitter will eventually rent Mayor LePage said .
"The Hathaway building is the will tell you that you have to have
space and run trips down the river. "It 's
like being in Montana, except you are southern anchor , so anything that hap- people living there for it to be truly
three hours from Boston." Waterville 's pens there will have a huge impact on vibrant ," Haines explained. "We see it
location, with reasonable access to out- the rest of downtown. " Shannon as a potential to attract new people
door recreation as well as major metro- Haines , Executive Director of into Waterville-young creative people
politan areas, is a selling point for the Waterville Main Street, an organiza- and retirees."
"I think that Waterville is certainly
tion dedicated to developing a thriving
project.
changing in a positive way and I think
Three colleges in the area—-Thomas and energetic downtown, said
The organization has been working this will catal yze that change,"
College, Kennebec Valley Community
College, and Colby—have expressed since 200 1 to revitalize downtown Boghossian said 'i think it will realPHOTO COURTESY OF PAUL BOGMOSSIUJ
interest in having student housing Waterville using the National Main ly turn Waterville into a place thai
View from across the Kennebec of the three structures to the renovated into residential, office and retail space
incorporated into the plans. "The col- Street Approach. "The premise is that people want to move to rather than
leges understand that they could play a you can 't just hold events in down- just cater to the people that are alread y
very
crucial role in sparking that revi- town and count on that ," Haines said. here."
As
part
of
the
following
phase,
Hathaway
Creative
Center,
a
complex
Continued From Page 1
of commercial, office , and residential space will be renovated for musicians talization," Boghossian said. "The
space. The first floor will be lined with lo live and rehearse in a separate build- intention is not to turn downtown into
Economic Development Revolving retail stores, most of which are already ing as not to disturb others. A mam fea- a student ghetto but to have students
Loan Program, administered by the known. As of now the second floor will ture of the project to be constructed be part of the mix."
Special Assistant to the President
Kennebec
Valley Council
of likely include a health club, spa, invest- during the second phase will be an artiGovernments, which provides loans ment management firm and restaurant. san market place which Boghossian Janice Kassman, along with some of
for projects including new construc- A major local businessthat has yet to be described as "a place where artists and the College 's Trustees, recently met
tion, modernization, and land and officially announced has signed on to craftspeople congregate and rent space with Boghossian to discuss other
business acquisition. While these tax occupy the entire third floor. The fourth and are able to cross pollinate with options for how the College could be
into
the
plans.
credits have helped push the project and fifth levels will be rented as loft other artists." The marketplace is being incorporated
forward, Boghossian also noted that apartments. There is still a lot of space modeled after operations such as the Possibilities include, but are not limthe there have been sizable amounts of yet to be occupied and Boghossian Torpedo Factory, a well-known art ited to, performing arts space and
noted that it will be easier to attract ten- center located in Virginia that draws faculty offices.
private investments as well.
over half a million visitors annually.
"It is highly exploratory,"
The first phase will produce the ants once construction is completed.
President William D. Adams said.
"We've been keeping careful track of
Paul's progress and have been
involved in a modest way in helping
MOLLI *ARR£fVTHE COLBY ECHC
ly generated and regularly updated list administration responded to their financially with the acquisition of the
Sunlight pours through the large windows that line the Hathaway interior.
Colby examined its direct and pooled viewpoint. The analysis was first rate. building. " Adams noted that the
Continued From Page I
investments against a list recommended The students should be proud of the
by students and created by the Global outcome which was done professionally and fairly," he said.
Social Justice and the Free Burma Union."
The motion passed initially by the
group brought the idea of responsible
academic programs, while Colorado to tell you is that you guys have the
investments committee and then by
investing to Presidents ' Council ,
By JAMES BEL I R A N
State University lost 54 professors ability to look at a state that 's done
the full board took several steps to
Adams and the board last spring. The
STAFF WRITER
despite a twenty percent increase in this."
deal with this issue. The resolution
board resolved at that time to investiIn offering a personal opinion of
enrollment.
He commented on how it
adopted
the
lists
used
by
administragate further and make a report at this
As part of an effort to inform peo- was cheaper for Coloradans to pay TABOR. Johnson admitted that "this
tors in identifying problem companies
past weekend' s meeting. David
and instructed the administration to ple about the negative effects of the out-of-state tuition at the University of affects our state in ways wc * re still
Brand '09, the student now speardivest (an action more severe than Taxpayer Bill of Rights (TABOR), a Wyoming than to pay the in-state learning about ," and made mention of
heading the movement , said the
what students initially requested) from policy designed to limit governmenl tuition at a Colorado public university. how the words 'homeland security '
group of concerned students has folAlong with higher education , were nonexistent back in 1992. As
the company on the Sudan list. The spending, the League of Progressive
lowed up on this issue with the presitimes have changed , it has been a
College will inform their domestic and Voters brought State Senator Steve TABOR also created unpleasant
dent this year, as well as kept tabs on
foreign fund managers of the motion, Johnson (R) from Colorado to speak results in other aspects of life in the challenge to add new responsibilities
the College 's research efforts. "They
,
senator 's state with teacher salaries in with restrictions on government. "The
asking them to be aware of the at the College last week.
did a lot of work and we really appreCollege 's position when making
Johnson spoke to an audience about Colorado are currently ranked last in dumb thing about TABOR is it 's like
ciate the amount of time they put into
Joe Boulos '68
investments and will "provide the what TABOR has done in his state, the United States. Althoug h Johnson the Energizcr bunny-it keeps on going
it," he said.
Chairman of the Board of Trustees
managers with a list of companies in and began by acknowledging the made clear that Colorado is not a poor and going," he said.
"The board and in particular the
Coloradans voted to support
which we specifically urge them not to choice that Maine residents will have state, the requirement that students be
investment committee took very seri*
In regard to the Sudan, they found invest." Also, they will warn one to make whether to support TABOR fully vaccinated was suspended for TABOR fourteen years ago because
ously the students request to review
they
believed in limiting governmenyears
while
the
number
of
unin11/2
"This
is
an
CEO,
of
a
company
that
appears
on
or
not
on
Election
Day:
one
direct
and
six
indirect
investwhether the college held investments
tal growth and having the chance to
in companies in Sudan and Burma," ments. In regard to Burma, they found the Global Watch list, that the compa- extremely important question that 's sured children rose.
He gave some good news about vote on their taxes. Yet, despite strong
facing your state," he said. Although
Chairman of the Board Joe Boulos 38 questionable investments, two of ny should change their practices.
Terp said that the the senator said that he could not Colorado 's situation with TABOR: economic growth in the 1990s, the
'68 said.
,
"The
good news for Colorado is that senator did not attribute that prosperiCollege would be influence us to vote a certain way on
Administrative Vice
explaining their posi- TABOR, he did explain how the bill we got ourselves out of this mess." ty to TABOR, as other Western states
Motion adopted on Burma and Sudan by Board of Trustees
President Doug Terp,
tion regarding the two has affected Colorado, the onl y state referring to a November 2005 referen- without TABOR also posted huge ecoExecutive Assistant to
countries to fund man- in the country that has a TABOR dum that suspended TABOR in nomic gains. "I think nobody underthe
President
and
agers. "We are asking amendment, which has existed since Colorado for five years. However. stood that it would shift the
Moved that Colby College take the following actions with regard
Secretary
of
the
Johnson warned that Maine 's version responsibilities to local governments,"
them to keep that in 1992.
Corporation Sally Baker, to investments that, according to research conducted at the College
mind as they make
According to Johnson, the quality of TABOR is much worse than in he said. With this in mind . Senator
Associate Vice President
and reviewed by the Investment Committee, may serve to benefit
investment decisions," of life in Colorado has suffered drasti- Colorado in that a two-thirds majority Johnson made a prediction of what
the governments of Sudan and/or Burma (also known as Myanmar).
for Investments Doug
he said, adding that cally because of TABOR. Higher edu- would be required to even bring the TABOR would do to the State of
Assistant
Reinhardt,
"ultimately we cannot cation is one area influenced as t issue to the ballot , and that the pro- Maine: "If you put this restriction on a
of
* Adopt watch lists related to Sudan and Burma, as recommendDirector
the
control
what they do." result. Johnson stated that the posal would only be suspended for state that is struggling, you 're going to
Investment Office Pam ed by the Investment Committee.
* Divest the one direct investment Colby holds in a company
SGA President Tom University of Colorado at Boulder lost one year. The senator then gave this feel the pain a lot faster "
Leo and Jan King, an
Testo '07 felt that the 286 faculty and staff and closed si* piece of advice: "The last thing I want
outside consultant, gath- known to be doing work that benefits the government of Sudan.
actions met the inten* Write to the domestic and international long-only managers
ered information this
tions of the PC motion
summer about what with whom we invest and urge them not to invest in companiesthat
passed
last spring. He
do
business
with
the
government
of
Sudan.
Provide
the
managers
other institutions were
said that it made "clear
with a list of companies in which we specificall y urge them not to
doing. "It was pretty
our intentions, and is
clear that everybody invest.
iv.
certainly adequate and
* Write to the CEO of a company that may be conducting busicame at it a different
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appropriate."
*m,""WnB M«'
way,"
Terp
said. ness in Burma in which we have a direct investmentTell her or him
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"T believe the colDeciding which indus- that we note the company's appearance on the Global Union list.
lege responded approtries to include among Urge her or him to influence the Burmese government to embrace
priately. As you know,
the listed companies was the results of the 1990 elections, if the company is indeed still conin many instances like
a big issue. Furthermore, ducting business in the country.
* Write to domestic and international long-only managers and
this the academic
only 10% of the $492
community leads the
million the College has tell them that we are concerned with certain practices of the
way and governments
Burmese government and urge them to convey our concerns to the
invested has been done
soon follow," Boulos
directly and can be easi- companiesin their portfolios that do business in Burma.
said.
* Note in any communications about its actions that they were
ly located. Some 47% of
"While we are
investmentsare indirect taken as a result of highly extraordinary circumstances and that the
f
¦
College should rarely if ever use its endowment as a vehicle for
happy that this is the
investments in hedge
W/ -"^M
, ffV' . . - ¦
first step, we want
funds and pooled vehi- political expression or activism.
j^r
MMtL3
LB ' TgT I
there to be more
cles, which require work
to identify the specific companies which being direct (one an overlap steps," Brand said. He is hoping the
College
can
clarify
some points in the
involved. The entire list wUI not be between the two countries).
released due to confidentiality agreeTrustee Dick Schmaltz '62, who process, such as which other compasits on the investments committee, nies on the Global Union list they are
ments with fund managers.
With that information, they compared said that he was impressed with the invested in and specificaly which
company names to lists they were able thoughtful analysis conducted by the other company are they indirectly
to subscribe to about Sudan and created College. Also, Schmaltz mentioned invested in. Terp said that administraa list of 25 companies to watch. They that the College must manage the tors involved with investments would
had to craft their own list for Burma. endowment effectively and only take be looking at the issue periodically
ME
According to Adams' Oct. 21 e-mail such action in extreme cases. "The and reviewing their findings with the
announcing the board action to students, students should be pleased with the investments committee. "I think the
the College "could find no independent- serious way the Trustees and the end result is a good one," he said.

INVESTMENTS: Trustees address issue of responsible investing

Colorado senator discusses TABOR

In many
instances like
this the academic community
leads the way
and governments
soon follow.
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Opinions

Ode to Wo odward and Bernstein Some seriousness

EDITORIAL
A p p r o p r i a t e action taken
The Echo would like to commend the recent actions of the Board of
Trustees in regard to investments with potential links to the governments
of Sudan and Burma We believe that while it is clear that the College does
not have a large amount of holdings in these human-nghts-abusmg governments (much less than one percent of its investments are in seven companies who benefit Sudan, according to a letter to the Colby community
from President Bro Adams), it is important in principle to not support governments who have so severely and drastically abused power at the
expense of citizens' livelihoods.
Through its investment? the College, like any institutional entity,
demonstrates its approval or opposition to certain actions, groups of people , and ideas Like it or not. money speaks louder than words. While we,
as a campus community, can express our disapproval through letters, petitions or Facebook groups, w hat truly effects change is halting any potential additions to the incomes of those in power in these highly corrupt
governments Each of us. as members of the community, contributes to the
College investments Thus , an investment in a nation or company with
which we do not agree with because of such egregious violations of human
nghts must be examined as a matter of both individual and community
interest
As a participatory body within the College, the Echo is pleased to see
thai those with direct influence on the allocation of our investments have
chosen to consider the opinions of the students. It means a lot that students
have the ability to affect outcomes normally within the realm of trustees
and authorities This is an example of the best interests of students, administrators and trustees-as well as the school in general-being completely
aligned. A great deal is to be said about an institution that is so open to listening to students While the College's actions will not create a financial
burden on any of these companies, it is a step towards bringing more attention to misdeeds, and clearly makes us part of a solution.
Especially on the heels of former U.N. High Commissioner of Human
Rights Mary Robinson 's lecture, the College needs to continue the trend of
acting on a global scale. One of Robinson 's messages was that Colby has
the potential for serious influence. That influence comes not just in the
form of breeding leaders of powerful organizations, but by showing concern for some of the world's most pressing concerns here and now. This
episode is another example how student activism can lead to major actions
and have a large influence. Distance and privilege do not make this instituuon exempt from global effects of injustice and corruption.
However, due diligence must be p3id to updating our own watch list,
and reminding those who control our investments, both on and off campus,
of what wc are looking to avoid cannot be forgotten.
As Adams noted in his e-mail, one school's endowment may not be the
most politically effective vehicle for change, but these particular moves
speak to the worldlmcss for which the College has become renowned.
Resorting to divestments under extreme circumstances makes a statement
of the instances in which we do reconsider our allegiance.

The Echo wishes the best
copy editor in the world,
Anna Czechowski '07, a quick
and full recovery from her
recently broken ankle.
We kneed her.
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By SUZANNE MERKELSON
OPINIONS EDITOR

A few weekends ago. the topic of a
conversation with a friend turned to
contemporary journalism He voiced
his opinion that he saw current journalism as little more than muckraking,
that journalists were no longer objective and were more concerned with
"exposing " the misdeeds of politicians than reporting the news.
There are a lot of problems with
American media, and my friend' s
comments are probably correct. I still
couldn 't hel p but feel slightly defensive. While I' m not sure if I actuall y
want to commit to it . journalism has
been the only clear career path 1 could
ever imagine myself following.
Everything else is kind of blurry;
maybe education? Maybe policy ''
Journalism just makes more sense in
terms of my interests and abilities.
But not modern journalism I don 't
want to participate in sensationalism ,
in subjective, one-sided reporting. I
don ' t want to have to cover Tom
Cruise 's mental breakdown on the
same level of importance to world
events as, say. the tsunami that struck
Southeast Asia two years ago I don 't
like that the media is controlled by six
conglomerates, leaving little room for
any notion of independent reporting.
However. 1 do think that the news is
absolutely necessary, not onl y for

objective reporting, but also for muckraking-the right kind of muckraking.
1 saw the movie All the President s'
Men in my ninth-grade introductory
journalism class, and was blown away
by how utterly cool Dustin Hoffman
and Robert Redford were in their roles
of Watergate-scandal uncovering
reporters Carl Bernstein and Bob
Woodward (and not just because of
their tight pants and 70s-era hairstyles) I was amazed at their ability to

While the threats
Foley posed
should be taken
seriously..., it
seems ridiculous
to me that this
should be the
catalyst that triggers the end of
Republican domination.
expose corruption in the highest level
of government, among the people in
the world who wielded the most
power. It struck me. the idealistic
fourteen-year-old, as a testament to
the greatness of democracy, of freedom of speech I wanted to be them.
Unfortunatel y, the abilities and
strengths of present-day journalism
are constrained and altered so as not to
be used to its fullest extent. What really upsets me lately is coverage of the
scandal concerning Representative

Mark Foley (R-FL) and his sexual
advances towards his teenage pages. It
seems the media is haling this one
specific instance as the end of the
Republican Party 's rei gn in Congress.
While the threats Foley posed should
be taken seriously, and while what he
did was wrong, it seems ridiculous to
me that this should be the catalyst that
triggers the end of Republican domination. Yes, he threatened the safety of
a few minors; what about the thousands of American soldiers only a few
years older than the Congressional
pages (yet so different socio-economically) who have been injured or
killed in an unnecessary war? What
about the nuclear weapons obtained
by a dictator crazier than Gnarls
Barkley could ever fathom?
Yes, the media has given Iraq and
North Korea a share of coverage, but I
don't feel the proportions are particularly fair. Why is the media so quick to
jump on a story when it involves the
private (and especially sexual) lives of
leaders, yet seem to ignore the issues
that can actuall y hurt the public? Why
are the actions of a representative,
who misbehaved (partially because
it 's next to impossible to be openly
gay in the American government)
seen as the primary example of governmental failure? Why not the botching of social security reform, why not
the lack of interest in global warming,
why not ignorance of human rights
abuses across the globe?
We have the right to be fed up with
the way the media operates; I can 't
deny its role as a necessary window to
the outside world. If we're going to
observe the world through it, it might
as well be clear and strong.

Woodcock: Wrong on discrimination ,
and wrong for the future of Maine

By HENRY BECK
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Maine has made progress in key
areas during the past four ycars-in
diversifying our economy, improving
community colleges and making a
choice to wrestle with healthcare. A
shining moment for Maine occurred in
2005, when voters finally approved a
law championed by Governor John
Baldacci that made discrimination
based on sexual orientation illegal. But
an obscure State Senator named
Chandler Woodcock angrily disagreed—Woodcock voted against the
original legislation and then led opposition to v oter approval. Now Woodcock
wants to be Maine 's next governor
Woodcock made it clear he
believes that it 's acceptable for a person to be denied a loan , fired without
notice from a job or denied social services for them or their family because
of
their
sexual
orientation.
Woodcock' s fans cry foul at this fact.
They claim he is a good man. and
does not have such attitudes in his
heart They may be right-but if they
are . then Woodcock is guilty of the
worst kind of intolerance—intolerance meant just to win an election
Woodcock's opposition to civil rights

was a main reason he won a narrow
victory in this year 's Republican primary.
Two-thirds
of
Maine
Republicans opted for candidates
who had solid records on civil rights,
neither of whom was Woodcock.
The right wing, led by Woodcock .
blames Maine 's challenges on things

Maine can continue to make
leaps forward if
we see strength
in diversity, in
variations.
Maine has a
proud history of
tolerance...
like bond ratings, and rules that safeguard w orkers and our environment.
They say these things are forcing
young people from Maine and hurting
our changing economy But they are
wrong. Communities retain young
people and attract newcomers when
they are seen as tolerant , in touch with
reality, and when they understand and
welcome change Maine can continue
to make leaps forward if we see
strength in diversity, in variations.
Maine has a proud history of tolerance, of respect for work and privacy.
If Woodcock is successful in winning

the governorship on November 7, he
will quickly work to dismantle that
history to appease his right wing base.
The laundry list of Woodcock's
backwards thinking does not just end
with civil rights. In the State Senate,
Woodcock spearheaded action to take
away almost all family planning
options
for
Maine
women.
Throughout this campaign . Woodcock
repeatedly refused to even show up at
forums with non-partisan women 's
groups , and was a no-show at a
NAACP forum in Portland.
Maine can have a bright future.
That future is dependent on the right
kind of leadership: leadership that is
positive , that is tolerant , that is
informed and understands the larger
picture . Chandler Woodcock has
proven himself to be pessimistic on
our economy, offering vague quick
fixes for serious challenges. After
serving in government for nearl y a
decade , he says he will onl y first
begin studying state government if
elected. His one specific platform on
education is a promise to push certain religious doctrine in classrooms , and he has made it clear he
will use some people 's worst
instincts to win votes.
In contrast , John Baldacci has
offered leadership that is positive ,
innovative , and looks forward .
Fighting discrimination illuminates
this critical difference. For the sake
of Maine , and our future, it is
important that voters once again
reject discrimination .

I'M NEVER GOING TO RETIRE
By C.W. Bassett

I began writing this kind of column four years ago, and I have
always tiptoed on the edge of the
serious-sometimes even haranguing
my readers with ultra-liberal college
professor stuff. I've felt consistently
guilty when I have strayed from the
wry approach to life in Central
Maine, the oddities , the peculiar, the
outright weird.
But today I picked from my stoop
the Central Maine Morning
Sentinel, the source of all that is terrible and laughable. Readers of this
weekly column in this school year
have yet to be harangued , but the
bad news on Page 1 has forced me to
forgo the football scores and dangling modifiers that make the
Sentinel such fine entertainment.
Last Sunday, the Sentinel' s headlines screamed "Bush huddles with
generals." The huddle produced this
statement from our President: "Our
goal in Iraq is clear and unchanging:
Our goal is victory." Victory means
what? Peace in Baghdad? Making the
Sunnis and the Shiites be nice to each
other? Keeping the oil flowing?
Equal rights for the Kurds? Seeing
that American casualties are kept out
of the news?
That last one is reall y tough right
now because the number of combat
deaths in Iraq has now surpassed the
number of Americans killed in the
9/11 attacks in New York City—at
least 2791. October, a holy month for
Sunnis, has been the deadliest in
2006, and we still have a week to go.
So far this month, 78 American military have died in Iraq. You may have
read about the newest death trapsbicycle bombs.
And the President is "huddling"
with his generals. Wh y? Because
we 're maybe three weeks away
from the mid-term elections , and
Bush has to be a little more
ambiguous about this increasingl y
unpopular war. Are we to expect
that the "huddle" will give birth to
a plan-so far REALLY ambiguousto start bringing live soldiers home
from Iraq. Not remains in coffins
but breathing federalized National
Guardsmen (and women) from ,
say, Pennsylvania.
So, again , what is victory in
Iraq? How will the US stop the
sectarian Sunni/Shiite struggle ,
replete with holy martyrs who regularly blow themselves up at the
equivalent of Shaw 's, killing
dozens of Sunnis/Shiites who just
want to buy some food. Experts
say that our October casualties are
in the high seventies because we
have been trying to stop these
zealots from plunging Baghdad
into complete chaos.
Thus Bush is talking to his generals , an exercise that I would have
expected is conducted often. You're
losing people at an unacceptable
rate in a war whose "victory" is
increasingly uncertain. Staying the
course means what? Bush knows,
and he probably tells his generals
what victory in Iraq is. But what
price do Americans have to pay for
victory in Iraq?
Looks like we had better luck with
the North Koreans. At least China is
on our side in that one-

Students on the Street
Trick or Treat?

"Honestly, who would p ick trick??"
- John Hall 09

'Trick."

—Amy Campbell '10 and Caroline Dulce 'JO

"Definitely treat...she's my treat."

—Bonnie Foley 'JO and Jay Mangold 'JO

"...smell my feet?"
-Jctf Voget '09

It 's hard to unp lug and pull out the
A def ense of TABOR: My t h
debunking and f iscal responsibility wires , but the benefits are worth it

By ADAM MARVIN

MYTH 2: "TABOR makes it
impossible for government spending
to increase." This , too, is completel y
false . The default rate of spending
increase under TABOR is tied to the
rate of inflation and to population
growth. Because these factors are

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In the interest of full disclosure. I
want to mention that I was previously on the payroll of the Maine
Heritage Policy Center, the think
tank that drafted this legislation I
have received no money from them
since 2004.
Like most of you, I have seen
plenty of anti-Taxpayer Bill of Rights
(TABOR) sentiments around campus. As a supporter of this legislation, I want to set the record straight
and dispel a series of common antiTABOR myths.
MYTH 1: "TABOR will force
state/municipal agencies to make
drastic budget cuts that will damage
government services." This is possibly the most commonly cited reason
to oppose TABOR. Opponents tend to
paint it as a spending cut, but the reality is that TABOR is merely a cut in
the rate of increase of government
spending. That is, TABOR makes it
more difficult for the government to
increase spending. Municipalities will
never be forced to reduce their current
spending, unless they suffer a population decrease.

As a supporter
of this legislation, I want to
set the record
straight and dispel a series of
common antiTABOR myths.
accounted for, TABOR will have the
effect of maintaining current rates of
spending, adjusted appropriatel y for
inflation and population changes
So, unless you believe Maine municipal governments are currentl y
under-funded , you should have no
reason to think TABOR will negatively affect the quality of government services.
MYTH 3: "TABOR makes it
impossible for government expenditures to increase faster than the rate of
inflation plus population growth."
There will likely come a time when it

is important that government spending be increased faster than TABOR's
default rate. In these events, TABOR
has a built-in override mechanism. In
order to exceed the prescribed rate of
growth , a state spending increase must
receive 2/3 majorities in both legislative houses and a bare majority of voters at large. Municipal increases must
be approved by 2/3 of the town or city
council and a bare majority of municipal residents. If a spending increase is
truly in the taxpayers ' interests , there
should be no difficulty in securing
their democratic consent throug h popular referendum.
In closing, I would like to address
one last criticism of TABOR that is
not a myth. This is the concern that
state or municipal bud gets would be
cut if Maine were to suffer a population decrease. This is absolutel y
true: ceteris paribus , bud get cuts
would be directl y proportional to
population decreases. So, a five percent reduction in population would
necessitate a five percent spending
decrease. In some instances , it
would be sensible for a reduced
number of residents to shoulder a
proportionally reduced tax burden.
In others , it would make more sense
for spending to remain constant In
those cases where it is wise lo maintain previous spending levels, one
needs onl y to convince the peop le
and their elected officials that
spending cuts would be unwise.

By RINE VtETH
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

I never realized how I could just
drop hours like cards, slipping away
into my keyboard , until my computer
was sent away due to a minor accident
("accident " being the operative word)
Yes, it 's nice that everything is covered by warranty, but two weeks without my computer? And my music?
My mp3 player, equipped with onl y a
few thousand songs, was going to
have to hold me over.
I was faced with a dire question that
it seemed impossible to answer-could
I last that long without a laptop ?
The first day was hard: not having
the luxury of e-mail or the dreaded
Facebook at my fingertips at any
moment was a bit of a change. It 's not
that I was on-line all the time , but
being forced to either walk to a lab or
beg use of a roommate 's computer has
put things in perspective That little
bit of extra effort that must be exerted
has made me use computers only
when I actuall y have a valid reason ,
not because of boredom
Being away from my laptop makes
one thing quite obvious to me: we, as
a society, are strange with our computers. Most of the separation anxiety

...Until somebody gets hurt: Four friends viewpoints
on the reality of simple "fun and [video] games "

By KRIS MIRANDA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Over fall break , I had a discussion with three friends-P, C, and Nabout violence in popular video
games. P currently loses sleep playing Digital Illusions ' Battlefield 2 as
each faction (United States, China ,
Middle East Coalition) in a hypothetical near-future war. It 's an
online, multiplayer affair: gamers
worldwide choose sides and fight
cooperatively. High-end shooters
like BF2 can improve reflexes and
coordination , and hone , to some
extent , teamwork and rapid tactical
planning. C's reservations?
"'Battlefield moments' like helicopters getting sideswiped by planes,
tanks exploding, bodies catapulting
across the sky... all so frickin ' cool
that it 's near impossible to stop playing," writes Dan Adams, IGN.com
game reviewer. P enthusiasticall y

made comments along similar lines,
eliciting alarm (and maybe some disgust) from C.
P also noted that as much as possible for a video game-that is, where
the first concern is fun-combat and
weapons mirror the
real world , and the
graphics are chillingly
realistic. But
there 's no blood , and
no one ever really
dies. C argued that
this all trivializes the
horror of real battle.
She was further concerned that with reality-based factions we
can all too easily conceive of being at war
tomorrow, BF2 trivializes current military
conflicts, and the
deaths of 2788 US soldiers in Iraq (as
of writing this article) and counting.
N pointed also to copious anecdotal
evidence about Halo 2 enthusiasts
who obsess over that game (you can
win thousands of dollars for being
good at it) to the almost total exclusion of social and academic concerns.

He 's right: many of us have a friend
who , formerly or currently, would
rather blast faraway strangers to bits
on-screen than go to class or interact
with a familiar companion he or she
could reach out and touch
P and I know ,
love , and will
always
defend
video games But
that ni ght , we
found ourselves
at
a
loss.
Everyone in the
room had experience with games.
Furthermore , N
and C are respected friends. We
couldn 't simp ly
discard
their
arguments. Alas ,
we were just on
an utterl y different wavelength than
C, particularly, and were dangerously close to feeling offended. And
this is all I' ve got:
Yes, a f ew fucked up people have
committed murder in imitation of
games, or over stolen consoles. But
myriad other gamers have done no

We should
always be careful. But so long
as you are, go
ahead and blow
pixilated shit
up with my
blessing.

such harm and never will; gamer
criminals were probabl y unhinged
enoug h to do something horrif ying
with or without games P and 1 may
be fond of some especiall y violent
fare, but we don 't let that violence
into our real lives. We know it 's just
a game , we know that war is hell , we
know that reality 's problems can 't
be unp lugged
I maintain that there are enough
(read: millions of) gamers like us
that video games should be left
alone , and individuals worried
about-just as we should keep watch
against dangerous individuals of any
classification. Still , C and N are on
to something: games are sometimes
jaw-droppingly realistic , and young
gamers , especiall y, are impressionable. As I' ve argued before about
technological advances , thoug h benefits (here , the engagement and happiness of millions of peop le) match
or outweigh risks (some slothful
losers , isolated crimes that likel y
would have been matched even without games), we should always be
very careful.
But so long as you are, go ahead and
blow pixilated shit up with my blessing.

Strike ten for Waterville: Bowling away from the
bubble while keep ing the outside beverages in

By RYAN ADAMS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

'Twos the Sunday offal! break, and
to start the year
many students haven "t bowled, not
even for beer.
The pins were lined up at the end of
the lane,
in hopes that Colby students would
bring them pain.
The Sunday of fall break , my roommates and I decided we would make
the trek to Strike Ten bowling for the
first time all year. I' ve had many fun
times at Strike Ten over the years,
including, in particular, a hot August
night when 1 danced in a conga line
wearing little more than a Speedo and
a swim cap. I digress. When we
arrived, we were surprised to find that
the bowling alley that we seniors had
grown accustomed to over our time on
Mayflower Hill had changed its name.

Time Recreation.
It was 8:00 p.m., and they were
closing at 9:00 p.m.. Aside from the
staff, we were practically the onl y
ones there. As we sauntered up to the
front desk , the man behind the
counter immediately asked us, "You
guys are from Colby, right?" We all
looked at each other full y expecting
another outrageous
conversation with
a Waterville citizen
about us raucous
Colby drunks. We
responded affirmatively, and were
taken aback when
he
responded ,
"Will you guys do
me a favor?"
Still unsure of a
our situation , we
continued to speak
hesitantly until he
gave us a pack of
bri ght , orange flyers. "I'd reall y appreciate it if you
guys would hang these flyers up
around campus. I' ve been really busy
this fall, and I need to spread the
word so that we can get this rolling, "
he said. Our jaws must have dropped

expect anything like this He wanted
us to promote COLLEGE NIGHT.
Of course , we accepted. Then , we
became even more astounded when
he gave us free shoe rentals just for
agreeing to hang up flyers. We gathered ourselves , boug ht a pitcher of
CoOTS light , and started to bowl Our
first game was admitted! ) a little
rusty, and it
took as a
while to work
out the kinks.
When we had
finished
it
was
8:40
p.m.. twenty
minutes
to
closing.
That 's when
our
new
friend from
the front desk
came down
and encouraged us to
,
disregarding
Ihe
bowl another game
9:00 p.m. closing time.
Appreciating this act of kindness ,
we started chatting with this guy. He
told us how important Colby is to the
community, as well as recounted lo us

He told us how
important Colby is
to the community,
as well as recounted
to us some of his
experiences as a
po' college kid who
drank too much."

lege kid who drank too much. " It was
great; he even showed us how to hook
a bowling ball. Modesty aside, we're
all pros now.
When all was said and done , it was
nearly 9:30 p.m.. He let us stay half
an hour past closing time and gave u.s
a huge discount. We were creating a
positive relationship between Colby
students and a member of the
Waterville community. A relationship
that he hopes will bring more Colby
kids to COLLEGE NIGHT at SPARE
TIME RECREATION. For the rest of
the year, EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
from 9:30 p.m. - MIDNIGHT , you
can bowl for $7 with college identification. There 'll be great beer specials
and free giveaways each week. The
onl y stipulation is that there are no
outside beverages allowed.This
means
no mixed-drink
filled
Nal genes. This means no beer cans
hidden in backpacks.
Here is a positive relationship
with Waterville that Colby still has
Basicall y, don 't be the kid who
rums a night like this for the rest of
us Or else you 'll be the kid with the
outside beverage that reall y bursts
my bubble

with my lovel y little Toshiba was just
that-anxiety It seems like we are all
tethered to our computers by leashesthoug h leashes of what sort is still up
to debate. Are we terrified of "missing
out ," of not taking part of some grand
event everyone else is swept up in '* Is
it simply the fear of not having everything easily accessible, for a "just in

It is hard to find
some common
ground between
completely
unplugged and
entirely online,
but that middle
ground is truly
taking advantage
of both worlds.
case" situation?
Why are we so bothered when we
are without our electronics?
I have friends who have instated
"plug-out " days-they keep their computers off for certain days each month.
The amount of self-restraint that they
have amazes me. Their computer time
is controlled without being closely
regulated; the internet is used, not
over-consumed.

Wh y don 't more of us have holidays
like those 9 It does take some discipline , but the end results arc astonishingly liberating: no one wants to admit
that she/he has a "problem ." per say,
but .aking control of one 's activities
make ¦. ii so much easier to bud get time
and to just generall y enjoy life away
from a glowing screen. Even if one is
unable to completel y escape computers-papers and on-line sections foi
class prohibit an entire shut-off-it 's a
nice feeling to have no problem not
caring about little pinging noises we so
often use to communicate.
Instant messenger services bring up
another problem: what has happened
to face-to-face contact? E-mail is a
great thing, surely, but so is a person
stopping by to say hello instead of a
few abbreviations sent over the internet. Nonverbal communication lacks
an important facet of humanity-there
is no voice , no intonation , no body
language to convey a million differenl
messages in the blink of an eye, fat
faster and far more efficient than IM
could ever hope to be.
All of this enthrallment with technology seems blatantly obvious , yel
we never really do anything to
change. We turn off our computers
one minute , flick on our cell phones in
the next. It is hard to find some common ground between comp letel y
unp lugged and entirel y online, but
that middle ground is trul y taking
advantage of both worlds-the real , as
well as the high-tech

Girl power gone wrong: More to being a
woman than upholding the banner of feminism

By CAROLINA SIC ARD
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In a society that has become
increasingly preoccupied with gender
relations, I deemed it necessary to
reflect on the beginnings of feminist
ideology so as to compare it to its present form. There is no doubt that there
are two sides to the
debate on feminism ,
where some feel it
has gotten out of
hand and is threatening the famil y structure, others feel that it
gone
far
hasn 't
enough and that there
is still much work to
be done. If we take a
step back in time to
re-visit the origins of
feminist thought , its
foremost
concern
was that of redesigning the structure of gender roles and
the institutional practices that perpetuated them so that women could have
the ability to define themselves as
they saw fit.
Since then , women-some more radical than others-have vociferously
espoused views on everything from
salary inequality to minor acts of
chivalry. Though our society has progressed dramaticall y in the last half
century, many feminists believe that
women are far from being entirel y liberated In a country where women
receive the full backing of the law .
allowing for a plethora of opportunities in the work p lace and in every
aspect of society, utter bewilderment
forces me to question how radical
feminism can still exist so strongly in
the U.S The strugg le for gender
equality is way beyond its prime so
that many of these extreme exaltations seem irrational and misguided
Where a polite gesture like opening
a door seemed harmless before, nowadays, many men are afraid of even
attempting it for fear of being branded
ignorant chauvinists living in the
backwardness of yesterday, this is
completel y unfair Of course I can
open the door for myself, but does
appreciating the polite gesture make
me any less of a woman? Definitely
not. Instead of attacking the institution of patriarchy as their predecessors did , radical feminists arc

nism seems to be more about control
and revenge than about equality.
Another deviation from ori ginal
feminist thought is how steps towards
equality have become increasing ly
synonymous with complete defemimzation The rall ying cry of "girl
power " has become embedded in the
minds of young women everywhere
insisting that they need to be strong
and aggressive so as to be equal to
men. If one, instead , chooses to
embrace what is thought to be "feminine ," then one is simply reinforcing
the socially constructed female identity. However, wasn't the ability to
CHOOSE the point of the feminist
odyssey in the first place? Suddenly,
the radical few are
claiming to uphold
an ideology in the
name
of
all
women, it has
come to the point
where men , marriage and motherhood should be
abhorred as impediments to realizing
a woman 's full
potential. We are
now
regressing
instead of progressing by going
from extreme patriarch y to extreme
feminism
It is not belittling those resilient
women who fought for the rights we
can now enjoy, but rather, respecting
their original purpose by not radicalizing it. By choosing to earn a college
degree, we are exercising a right that
took them much effort to attain , nevertheless, if we decide to devote ourselves wholeheartedl y to a marriage
and more importantl y, to our children
later on in life, it is a choice which is
just as important and one that should
not be denigrated. Thoug h radical
feminist thought would call thai
"wasting potential" I believe quite the
contrary, it is exploring a woman 's
full potential as one who has pursued
not only intellectual fulfillment, bui
familial fulfillment as well.

Of course I can
open the door
for myself , but
does appreciating the polite
gesture make me
any less of a
woman?

OFFICER CANDIDATE
SCHOOL
After you earn your bachelor's
degree, you may qualify to
become an Army Officer. During
Officer Candidate School, you will
learn valuable management and
leadership techniques. You may
qualify for $37,224 for college
through the Montgomery Gl Bill.
Or pay back up to $65,000 of
qualifying student loans through
the Army's Loan Repayment
Program. To find out more.
contact 207-873-2594.

Arts & Entertainment
this week
FRIDAY, OCT. 27
• International Coffee Hour
4 p.m.
Mary Low Coffeehouse
• Downtown Apple Cider Social
6:45 p.m.
Pugh Center Lobby
• Rosencrantz
- 30 p.m.
Runnals/Cellar Theater
• Ballroom Dance
9 p.m.
Page Commons

Robinson room hosts McNair 's reading

By MEAGHAN FITZGERALD
STAFF WRITER

SATURDAY, OCT. 28
• Halloween Extravaganza
12 p.m.
Page Commons
• Colby Symphony Orchestra
7 30 p.m.
Lonrner Chapel
• Rosencrantz
7:30 p.m.
R urinals.-Cellar Theater
SATURDAY, OCT. 29
• Rosencrantz
2 p.m.
Runnals/CeUar Theater
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The Thursday after Colby students returned to Mayflower Hill f r o m a well-deservedFall Break . IVes McNair
treated Mayf lower Hill to a reading from his latest collection of poetry. "The Ghosts of you & Me "

Pete r K 's As Fast As concert heats up Page
By JENNIFER COX
STAFF WRITTER

Despite the uncomfortably small
audience thai was scattered across the
Page Room floor at 10 p.m. Saturday
night . Pete kilpatnck took the stage
armed only uith a guitar and did not
appear to lose heart He was dressed
in ripped jeans , a t-shirt . a baseball
cap and a contagious cool With a
charming soice that was unw avermel\ stead y and alluringly laidback . Kil patnck played three solo
acoustic songs. "Bust ." "Mourning
Dove ." and a cover of TLC's "Don 't
Go Chasing Waterfalls." for a throw back to the 90's.
Alone, his sound was smooth
enoug h to make someone melt , but
the energv sparked significantly as
his band joined him on stage for the
next seven songs which included
"Emerald Eyes." "World in a
Fishiank. " and a song with a pumpin "
bas-> line. "The Smell of Pine Trees"
("Only a band from Maine could get
away with a song with that title ."
Kilpatnck joked) from their newest
album (Louder Than the Storm) The
band , which has been together for
four years in various forms, includes
Pete Kil patnck (vocals and guitar).
Man Lydon (of Aven . on drums)
Calv m Goodalc (guitar). Steve
Morrell (key boards) and Hutch
Heelan (bass guitar). In these four
years, the band has released three
albums. > -ned for many popular
acts such
Rusted Root . Better Than
Ezra , Ga n I' -. -raw , O A R and
Dispatch and d
mndreds of shows
throughout New Eng land Next
month they will open for Guster at
L'Maine Orono on Nov. 7. Hutch
Heelan feels that Maine has been a
great p lace to launch their music
career "Portland has a great music
scene A lot of professional acts come
through and there ' s jusl a great musi-

ism and I ve heard the songs
develop from our drum machine
and synthesizer filled independent debut . "Open Letter to the
Damned ." into the sound of a
band on fire " The band stayed
on fire throug hout the evening,
playing original songs like
"Open Letter to the Damned ."
"All These Words." and "If I
Onl y Knew. " which featured
Albee on the ukulele.
A band that used to be called
Rocktopus clearly has a sense of
humor, but As Fast As demonstrated their fun loving nature
throughout the night by playing a
song called "Gretchen, My
Captain ." during which audience
members waved their cell phones
in the air mimicking stars and the
band told a story about being
trapped on a space ship on a
Kilpatnck on the guitar and Lydonon drums performing this past Saturday
doomed mission with a lesbian
captain , whom they could never
cal community in the city." he said.
After a quick intermission and an please. Thankfully, their humor was
Thoug h this band has yet to see a audience-sung version of "Bohemian definitel y not the only thing they had
great deal of nationwide recognition , Rhapsody." As Fast As hit the stage to offer. With Albee on guitar, piano
they are well on their way to collecting like a thunderstorm.
Andrew
and ukulele , they p layed their set of
a loyal fan base and respect from other Hod gkms jumped onto the stage and original songs along with "Creep." by
artists Their music , a brand of melod- started drumming so fiercely his Radiohcad and "Hello. Goodbye," by
ic pop rock , is nch and evokes genuine drum set could barel y contain him
The Beatles. Any band that is going to
emotions Especially during a live set. He was soon joined by exhilarating play songs by those artists better make
their energy and pow erful tones are flashes of sound from Hache on bass sure they can please hundreds of critienough to shake a heart The lyncs are and Zaeh Jones on the lead guitar
cal fans and As Fast As was able to
sweet and poetic but avoid the cliche Lead singer Spencer Albee took the pull off the tunes while still maintain
or tacky stones of broken record loves
stage last wearing a striped black and their own hot sound.
In an unsettled world of music . Pete white shirt , some tattoos and a badass
Perhaps Spencer Albee "s descripKilpatnck is a fiber of the under- beard Yes. he did resemble a pirate
tion of the band' s newest album
ground pop rock muscle, which has No sooner than he was on stage, he release captures the night and the
recently included bands like Aven. was in the audience singing to a musicians in a nutshell "What can
The Pat McGee Band. Ingram Hill . throbbing audience Joined with har- you expect from 'Open Letter to the
Will Hoge and Stephen Kellogg and monies from both guitansts . As Fast Damned?" Well, expect the sound of
the Sixers These are bands that p lay As shot out an exp losive rock thai a man 's heart ripping in two, crossed
for the music and play for their fans made it impossible to stand still
with bouncing melodies and rhythm
and the Pete Kil patnck band has
A pparentl y, lead singer Albee feels and all beat senseless by the relentenough talent and work ethic to the same way about their music On less fury of an unstoppable band.
become something big Anyone who their website he says. "Since I started And if that doesn 't sound like your
came late expecting a mediocre open- this project late in the summer of cup of tea . then I know my dad just
er sorely missed a great set by one of 2003. I've watched as the band has painted his house, you mig ht want to
New Eng land's best acoustic rock acts
grown into a new and stronger organ- stop by and watch it dry "

WE'RE LOOKING FOR A FEW EXCEPTIONAL STUDENTS.
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At QuinmpiaU. University School of Law; v i m l l find everythingyou need to succeed

From a challenging vet supportive acadktruc tnvironmi.nl to faculty memiK-r% who will
become mttdWrual colleagues From Uve-dienl chrms to real-world rxfenuUpa. Plus
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No wind nor rain can
stop Colby 's Fall Ball
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When faced with a choice
between staying out of the pouring
rain and fierce windstorm and
dressing up in scmt-formal attire
to listen to a live band and partake
in a flowing chocolate fountain,
students b y vast majority preferred the latter last Friday at the
Colby College Fall Ball. Nearly
2.000 members of the Colby
Community visited
the
Wadswortli
Gymnasium as pari
of this campus
event
which
became the hig hlight of Trustee
weekend
Although 1 had
been part of the
committee responsible for planning the
Fall Ball, even I was
unprepared to sec
how the gym had
been transformed
for the occasion.
Upon entering the Alfond Althletic
complex. I was met with a forest of
fall-colored
balloons
which
included long "trunks " of raffia
and fabric leaves dangling from
the ceiling. After checking my coat
and bag at the conveniently provided coat check , 1 turned my
attention to the gymnasium. There ,
the entire ceiling had been lowered
by a canopy of gossamer which
was draped in. of course, fall colors across the dance floor.
Thousands of tiny lig hts accented
the gossamer and made the venue
sparkle—it was entirely unrecognizable as the basketball courts it
had been that morning.
My amazement did not stop with
the beautiful and fascinating tent I
had just found myself under for the
room had been decorated perfectly
for the theme. Barrels of apples
lined the walls, and bales of hay

leaned against park benches in the
corners of the room A stage had
been set up and the Manhattan
Swing Orchestra was alread y in full
swing by the time I arrived. Some
of the early arrivals were dancing,
but the majority of the attendees
were distracted by the deserts provided by Dining Services. In addition
to the
aforementioned
chocolate fountain , p latters of
cookies, brownies and French pastries were available for those who
had braved the trip down to the
gymnasium in the
terrible weather.
It isn 't often thai
students , trustees,
faculty and staff all
have the opportunity
to attend an evenl
together. Students
may have been surprised to find themselves
suddenly
dancing next to their
government professor, or even our very
own
President
William D. Adams;
the Fall Ball offered
an excellent opportunity for the entire
Colby community to come together
for a few hours. Whether it was the
draw of having a chance to dance
with their favorite trustee, to see their
professors swinging the night away,
or dress up for an evening with their
friends, or simply because of the infamous chocolate fountain, Mayflower
Hill certainly knows how to turn out
for an event and the fabulous Fall
Ball was no exception.
Fall Ball was sponsored by the
Board of Trustees and organized in
association with Student Activities,
the Student Programming Board ,
Dining Services, Scheduling and
Alumni Relations along with support from many other campus
administrators and groups. While
the Ball itself was meant to cap the
day of meetings for the Trustees, the
entire campus community was able
to enjoy the party

The Fall Ball
offered an
excellent
opportunity
for the entire
Colby commu
nity to come
together for a
few hours.

MOUt WARREN/THE COUW ECHC

Several Colby students who battled through the rain and wind this past
Saturday to get to the infamous Fall Ball chocolate fountain.

WMHB hosts contest to
usher in a new hip logo
By JACK DRURY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

As you may or may not know
Roberts Union is home lo an oustanding radio station. 89.7 WMHB
has been on the air for over a half
a century and continues to play an
amazingly diverse range of music,
sports and talk programs over both
the air and the web (at
www .colby.edu/wmhb).
Unfortunately though, we at the
station do suffer from one somewhat major problem. Our logo
sucks. Though at one time our logo
was "current" and perhaps even
"hip" those days are long past. So,
instead of just reprinting the same
old thing again this year, we're
inviting everyone to help us
redesign the WMHB logo.
The contest ends on Nov. 3 at
midnight and there are some definite perks to submitting a design
(you know, above and beyond just

helping your dope radio station).
The winner whose design is chosen
will also receive an iPod nano and a
bunch of free swag with their new
design on it For three 2nd place
winners we have some shower
radios and for the 10 runner tips
we've got a ton of WHMB gear and
CDs. Everyone that enters will get
a t-shirt with the new design on it.
Please submit all designs on 8.5x11
white paper. Hand drawn or (hi-resolution) computer work is cool.
Please get it in on time so we can
print it all up. Once designs are sub*
mitted we'll be taking votes from
the campus and community on our
website www.colby.edu/wmhb.
So to recap, submit your dope
design to the WMHB logo redesign
contest by Nov. 3 for a chance to
win an iPod nano and a bunch of
other sweet stuff. Voting will be up
at www.colby.edu/wmhb after all
submissions are in. And don't for
get to listen in to 89.7 WMHB
WATERVILLE!

Movie Review: duplicity abound

CD Review

The Crane Wif e : new album f rom Decemberists

By Ma\RLOW STERN
STAFF WRSTER

Bayonet " and
By UNDSEY ANDERSON
"O Valencia!"
One can make a strong
STAFF WRITER
follow on the
's
wise that he made the
tails of "The
best films of the 70s, 80s,
Proving to fans that the indie rock Island" and its
and 90s ("Taxi Driver ",
scene is still alive and kicking, Colin dramatic end"Raging
Bull"
and
Meloy
and his band The Decemberists ing; these songs
"Goodfellas" respectivereleased a new album this month every bit reflect
the
ly). However , following a
as evocative and powerful as their earlier themes of nosflawed
period
piece
work. The Crane Wife embodies the talgia and isola["Gangs of New York")
quirkiness of 2002 's Castaways and tion present in
and a patchy biopic ("The
Cutouts and the edginess of 2005*s T
h
e
Aviator "),
renowned
Picaresque, while adding a new dimen- Decemberists '
director Martin Scorsese
sion of introspection and depth to the earlier albums,
decided to return to his
album that has prompted more than a few and parallels to
forte: the world of orgacritics to dub it the album of the year.
Castaways and
nized crime and the men
Opening with the aptly titled "Crane Cutouts are par;ind women cast under its
"The
Crane
Wife
3,"
(strangely
enough,
ticularly abun"The
Departed
,"
spell. In
Wife 1 & 2" are later in the album) the dant.
Next
Scorsese swaps his usual
"the
album starts with a bang, drawing its comes
New York City stomping
Perfect Crime
grounds for the mean
which
fea#2,"
streets of Boston to tell
tures as one of
the story of William
COURTESY Of CINEMASTRIKEStVCK COM
the most dynamic songs of the album, ration from 21st century music, with a
Costigan
(Leonardo Matt Damon and Leonardo Dicaprio in "The Departed. "
flawlessly mixing gritty lyrics with discc clear influence from the 1960s and
DiCaprio), an undercover
inspired guitar riffs. "When the Wai 1970s , but The Crane Wife still retains
cop who, because of his
Came" slows the general mood of the the spirit of ttmelessness that features
shady family history, is given one of Costi gan 's department desired , as tt lacks the moral
so prominently in The Decemberists*
album and sets the stage for the dark
the precarious task of entering contacts. Alec Baldwin shows ambiguity we've come to
beauty of the second half of The Crane earlier albums. Drawing i n f l u e n c e .
the inner circle of cunning up to the party as well , expect from the man who gave
Wife. In "Shankill Butchers," foi theme , and mood from a wide array of
Irish mob boss Frank Costello although his role as captain of us "Taxi Driver." Now don 't
instance, Colin Meloy dazzles listener: sources the group channels an unlikely
the Costello investigation is get the wrong idea , "The
(Jack Nicholsor).
with haunting vocals set to the subtle assortment of bands: Pink Floyd , Jethro
Deception however breeds really a less impressive rehash Departed" is far from a bad
accompaniment of an artfully piayec Tull and Yes, to name a few. Their
more deception , and the con- of his asshole persona in movie. In fact , it 's probably
acoustic guitar. "Summersong" follows tc music is clearly in transition , and lisGlen
Ross." Scorsese 's best film since
volution is intensified by the "Glengarry
lift the mood of the album after "Shankill teners can only wonder how The Crane
presence of Costello informant Unfortunately, Jack Nicholson "Goodfellas." However, conBrothers" with its swoopy instrumental! Wife will ultimately bridge the gap
Colin Sullivan (Matt Damon) really mails in his performance sidering the great expecta's
and
catchy lyrics. The rather epic "Crane between Picaresque and the bands next ,
in the department itself. The as vile mob boss Frank tions—Scorsese return to his
Wife 1 & 2" follows, adding closure tc much anticipated album.
action focuses on the two cops' Costello, and his customary milieu , accompanied by a starthe album opener. Last but certainly not
In short, Colin Meloy and his band
studded cast—it has to disapattempts to uncover each other 's chin is starting to wear thin.
least, "Sons and Daughters" makes an mates Nate Query, Jenny Conlee , John
identities while protecting their
Overall , "The Departed" is a point us that Scorsese didn 't
inspiration from an intriguing Japanese appearance, solidifying the concept of the Moen and Chris funk offer listeners an
own. The big score at the center very solid effort. However completely knock this one out of
folktale. From there the Decemberists album as a whole with its smooth melod) auditory smorgasbord in [The Crane
of it all , some strange nonsense when you break it down, it 's the park. It seems as though
Wife], appealing to old Decemberists
segue into "The Island": nearly thirteen and subtle vocals.
involving the sale of stolen really just a mediocre story Oscar will once again elude the
minutes of heady instrumentals and
From beginning to end The Crane Wife fans and newcomers alike, and any disnuclear microprocessors to the elevated by some fine acting thrice robbed Scorsese who, like
brooding vocals, divided into three cohe- is an outstanding album- one of the best cerning music lover should p ick up a
Chinese, is nothing more than a and some scattered intense my New York Yankees, seems to
sive but different songlets. "Yankee of the year. The album draws more inspi- copy of the album today.
pretext for DiCaprio and Co. to scenes of action. In addition , be competing against the specter
chew up the scenery (and per- the ending leaves much to be of his celebrated past.
haps a tiny ode to the Andrew
"
^H
K ^aV*aaB?lBaflaaaaHV^aaaaaflaaaaaaH HHaaaaaW~" aaaaaaaaaaO£
aV
jS*^- iaattJ W- riMfraWri
!..iu Hong Kong actioner
"Infernal Affairs," upon which
"The Departed" is based).
"Infernal Affairs" is a superior film in many respects
;
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editing), but "The Departed"
makes up for it in the acting

Colin Meloy and
his band
mates...offer listeners an auditory smorgasboard
in The Crane
Wife, appealing
to old
Decembersts
fans and newcomers alike...

Overall, "The
Departed" is a
vesy solid
efford.
However,
when you
break it down,
it's really just
a mediocre
story elevated
by some fine
acting and
some scattered intese
scenes....
department thanks to the films
overwhelming star power.
Following his Oscar-worthy
performance in "The Aviator",
DiCaprio delivers another
meaty performance, seeming
more and more at home as a
grown-up. Since Scorsese has
cast DiCaprio in his last three
films , he seems to be anointing
him as his next De Niro and in
"The Departed" there is some
solid evidence that this may happen , although he still doesn 't fit
as seamlessly as De Niro does on
Scorsese 's
mean
streets.
Meanwhile, Damon finds himself on the wrong side of the
law for the first time since
"The Talented Mr. Ripley "
and , while it is a welcome
change from Damon 's usual
everyman persona , he 's not
quite able to convince us of
Sullivan 's
inner
turmoil ,
thanks in large part to the
unexplained circumstances by
which he becomes Costello 's
inside man. The best performances are given by the alluring Vera Farmiga , a police
therapist caught in the middle
of a superfluous love triangle
between the two cops , and
Mark Wahlberg in another
scene-stealing supporting role
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Women 's soccer secures playo ff bid Tough tourney f o rtennis The Sports
Guy era
Alex Chin '09 fell 6-1 , 6-0 to
Bowdoin 's Jamie Neely. In the *C*
flight, Mather Neilt *09 won the first
set of his first match, but ended up
Despite missing three of their top losing the match. Griffin Richards '09
eight players, the men 's tennis team lost his match as well. Owen Gilmore
made a strong showing last weekend '08 won his first match in 'D' singles,
in their last match for the fall at the but lost in the second round. Scott
Wallach Men 's Tennis Invitational at Zeller '09 lost 7-6 (3), 6-4 in his first
Bates College. Bryan Brown '09 won round match.
four competitive matches to take the
In doubles play, the team played
'A' flight singles
hard , with mixed
title. The women 's
results. For the *A'
team competed in
flight doubles, both
their last match at the
of Colby 's teams
New
England
fell in the first
W o m e n ' s
round. In the 'B*
Intercollegiate
flight , Richards and
Tournament this past
Gildersleeve played
weekend. Captain
together for a 9-7
Tracy Nale
'07
win. They fell 8-6
advanced to the secin their second
ond round, but lost in
round
match.
the quarterfinals.
"There were a
Brown started off
bunch of great
the weekend with a
teams there, so all
told it was a solid
lough 2-6, 6-3(10-8)
win over Ben Stein
e f f o r t , "
Tom Gildersleeve '07
of Bates. He won his
Gildersleeve saidCaptain
second round match
For the women's
6-3, 7-6 (5) against
team at the NEWTT
Amherst College's Jeff Wan , and then tournament, Nale won 4-6, 6-3, 6-2
went on to advance to the final with a against
Connecticut
College's
7-5, 4-6 {10-6 pro set) victory over Amanda Roe in a second round match,
Middlebury College 's Andrew Lee in then fell in the quarterfinals 6-4, 6-3 to
the semifinals. Brown won the cham- third-seeded
Kelsey
Hughes.
pionship final , beating Bowdoin Meanwhile, Ginny Raho '07, Alex
College's Alex Caughron 6-4, 6-3- All DeSherbinin '08 and Nicole Veilleux
four matches were against players '09 all lost in their second round
from New Eng land Small College matches. Veilleux battled hard before
Athletic Conference schools. "Bryan losing 7-5, 2-6, 6-4 in sixth singles.
played through a lot of pain and won Captain Allison Dunn '07 fell 6-1, 6-7
several close matches throughout the (5), 6-2 to Wellesley College's Jenna
tournament, "
Captain
Tom Mean in the first round of first singles.
Gildersleeve '07 said. "I couldn 't be
After playing hard for several
happ ier for him. "
rounds, Raho and Julie Achenbaum
Captain Zack Schuman '08 was the '10 fell to the third-seeded Bowdoin
other team member in the *A' flight team in the second doubles quarterfisingles for Colby. He won his first nals. DeSherbinin and Veilleux lost in
round match 3-6, 6-3 (10-8) against the second round for third doubles.
Cory Keller of Tufts University, but
"The season as a whole was cerfell in his next match. Both of the tainly difficult ," Gildersleeve said,
players in the 'B* flight singles played "But everyone stepped it up at various
close opening matches, but ended up times which shows me that in the
losing. Gildersleeve lost a tough spring, with a new head coach, we
match 3-6, 7-5 (12-10) to Scott will be able to accomplish some great
Schulman of Brandeis University, and things."
By CHRISSY GARDNER

B> AMANDA ROEHN

STAFF WRITER

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

\fter making u to the semifinals in
the 200? season, the women 's soccer
team has fought intensely this year to
prove 11 i> going to do n again The
team recent!) secured a spot tn this
v ear 's pi J > offs with a win against
Connecticut College this past
Saturd3\ Despite a tough 1-0 loss
against Amherst College the previous
week , the Mules were able to play
tough igainsl the Camels and secure
the lengthening of their season.
MAOSON GOUZIE/ THE comv ICMC
Last Saturday the team traveled to
Massachusetts to take on the Lord The Mules earned a spot in the playoffs after beating Connecticut College.
JetTs of Amherst According to senior
Captain Liza Benson. "They didn't
come out particularly strong, but we tremendous factor for both teams
Libba Cox was able to put one by
came out w orried that the> were this Colby was going with the wind during Connecticut's goalie with 17:07 left in
realK incredible team " This tentative- the first half Williamson scored just the game for the game winning goal.
ness led lo an early goal by Amherst
minutes into the match with McCabe Soon after, Meg Cordner '07 added an
It was a well fought game by both adding an insurance goal ten minutes insurance goal to make the score 4-2.
teams, and Colbv was able to domi- later for a 2-0 advantage at the half.
This win proved to be more exciting
nate the second half The Mules had
The second half proved to be more than simply securing the team a spot in
man) good scoring opportunities and difficult for the Mules as they were the playoffs. Colby 's Head Coach, Jen
forwards Kate McCabe '08 and now going against the wind. The Holsten. was able to acquire her IQOth
Camels tallied twice career win, and two of the senior capCaptain
Laura
Williamson '07 hil
tains came up on huge career landto tic the game
the cross bar and
"They came out with marks. Williamson acquired her 100th
the wind in the sec- career point after scoring the first goal
had many great
ond half ready to put of the game. She has 43 goals and 15
shots on
goal.
some in and they assists for 101 career points and is now
Unfortunately , the
offense was unable
did. They had two the all-time leading scorer for Colby.
to finish and the
good opportunities Cox also reached a significant
game remained 1-0
and the wind helped achievement by acquiring her 50th
Coming up on the
them on both goals.'' career point with her game winning
losing side of a hard
Benson said. The goal against Connecticut. She has 21
fought battle with
wind forced the goals and nine assists for 51 points.
Amherst did not
defense to make
The women's soccer team proved
diminish the team 's
some adjustments. their determination this weekend
motivation for playInstead of executing through their relentless effort to pul
offs They lost any
Liza Benson '07 their normal zone away Connecticut College after battentativ eness and
tling back from a disappointing loss
Captain defense, they were
came out ready to
forced to play man against Amherst. Colby takes on Bates
win
against
to man. The team College at Lewiston this coming
Connecticut College
settled into their new Saturday, and depending on the outat home this past Saturday scoring two defensive strategy and the problems come, they could have a home game in
quick goals in the first half Although seemed to be worked out aftet the playoffs which begin Sunday Oct.
the game seemed to be quite in the Connecticut's second goal. After this 29. Wish the women luck as they move
hands of Colbv . the wind played a necessary adjustment. Senior Captain into po*t season play.

They didn 't
come out particularly strong,
but we came
out worried that
they were this
really incredible
team.
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Bryan played
through a lot of
pain and won
several close
matches
throughout the
tournament. I
couldn 't be happier for him.

Farmington wins
Colby ultimate tourney
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Colby College
Page Commons, Cotter Union
J C Watts campus vwt is sponsoredby Ihe Gerrish Fund for Spiritual Enrichment. The purpose
of the Gerrish Fund is to raise awareness of the importance that values wil play throughout
students fcves at Colby and beyond. Honesty, integrity, courage,compassion, and burruiity are
crrbcaf in living a productive, meaningful, and satisfying life. The fund has been established
through grfts from Allan and Gat! '62 Gerrish.
For mom inf ormationcalf 207-459-4273
or e-mail Chaptam RonMorreH at n3morrat@cotoy.edu
You may alsovntrlJ.C. Watts ' websiteat http://mrwjcwatts.cofn/htfn
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By MOLLY BIDDISCOMBE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The ultimate frisbce team hosted
their first tournament of the season at
Colby on Saturday, Oct. 21. The
Mules fielded three teams, an A squad
and two different B squads, who competed against two Bowdoin College
teams and a squad from the University
of Maine at Farmington. Overall,
Farmington won the tournament, beating Bowdoin 's A team in the finals.
Colby's A team earned a disappointing
fourth, as they fell to the weaker of the
Bowdoin teams in the consolation
game.
"Wc did pretty poorly, but we
expected that considering these were
our first games on the year," Captain
Greg LaShoto '07 said. Colby 's A
team was very competitive at times,
but failed to maintain momentum for
an entire game. "We would score about
six points at a time but let down for
long periods of time ." LaShoto
explained. The two other Colby squads
were comprised of numerous rookies
of the sport , for many of them
Saturday's tournament was their first
competitive ultimate frisbee game.
Satuiday 's aggressive winds served
as an obstacle for
all three schools, as
many passes were
jolted off course
Colby chose to
run a co-ed tournament , in which all
teams were mixed
Greg
by gender. This
type of tournament
is an advantage to
the Mules because the strength of their
squad lies in their female players. "In
comparison to other teams, our women
arc better and we have more of them,"
Captain Krissy Thatcher *07 said. She
added , "Our guys are comparable to
those on other teams, but a lot of other
teams have really good male players,
and their co-ed game revolves around
them " Therefore, Colby 's co-ed team
plays best when they utilize the

women players as much as possible.
Although the Mules were unable to
pull through many wins during the
tournament , they are looking to
improve their level of play. "We have
changed our offensive a bit [from
passed years], we are working on high
offensive plays with shorter, more
directed, precision passes" LaShoto
said. Colby unfortunately suffered
from numerous turnovers during the
tournament. "Part of that of that was
due to the intense wind and cold
weather, but part of it was due to our
drops," Thatcher said.
Colby 's ultimate frisbee team
receives funds from the college, but is
completely student run and organized.
They practice four times on the Miller
Lawn near the Otin Science Center.
"We try to keep practices pretty formal , but fun and lively at the same
time," LaShoto commented. Ultimate
frisbee is often described as a grassroots sport , yet it has certainly gained
popularity on the Colby campus- the
Mules have about forty dedicated
members of the team.
During the more relaxed and less
competitive fall season, all five captains,
Courtney Larson '08,
Jeff Carroll '08, Jake
Hanin '07, LaShoto
and Thatcher are looking to get their new
players accustomed to
the sport, enjoy the fall
weather, and have fun.
Looking ahead to the
spring season, when
the teams are separated into separate genLaShoto '07 der teams, the women
Captain
are determined to
make it again to the
regional competition and do better
than last year's fifteenth place finish.
The ultimate squad will travel to
Connecticut College this weekend to
attend a one-day tournament, in which
they will only field one team. The following two weekends they be on the
road again to tournaments hosted by
Wheaton College and Bowdoin ,
respectively.

We did pretty
poorly, but we
expected that
considering
these were out
first games on
the year.

HATS FOR BATS

By STEVE SANDAK
If you read a particular author a lot .
it is going to reflect that in your writing, and I am definitely not an exception to the rule. The inadequacy a
writer feels compared to those he or
she looks up to has been experienced
for centuries.
Have you ever walked into a computer lab at school, whether it be in
Bixler or the Davis lab in Miller, and
seen someone kind of chuckling to
themselves as they blankly stare at
black Arial font against a yellow background? Chances are they are one of
the thousands of people procrastinating doing either schoolwork or their
job by reading an article by Bill
Simmons, or as he is referred to on
espn.com, "The Sports Guy."
Simmons, a New England native
being raised mostly in Connecticut
and going to Holy Cross, makes no
apologies for being a New England
sports fan. He even published his first
book by compiling years of articles
written about the Red Sox, and all of
the pain and suffering coupled with
the ecstasy New England felt in 2004,
would be worth publishing. He began
his career writing about local Boston
area high school sports teams and
eventually launched his Boston Sports
Guy website in 1995. From the beginning of his career he used the freedom
of the internet to his advantage. He has
always written as any sports fan would
talk in his or her dorm room. Because
of this, he didn't simply limit his topics to just sports. He is a television,
film , music, and general pop culture
junky who probably has a gambling
problem (Note: I say probably because
he is my favorite writer and if an unbiased outside source were to evaluate
his habits they would send him to
Gamblers Anonymous, and not just a
meeting, one of those treatment centers in the woods).
His website got popular enough
that he became a contributing writer to
espn.com and now if you go to Page 2
of espn.com, he has the featured link
to his own website. You might be saying to yourself, anybody can get a
website, but just look at his mailbag he
puts out every week. It is no longer
him just appealing to an audience
whose home address is within the loop
that 495 makes around Boston. There
are emails from people in Arizona,
Minnesota, and the occasional international email response to his articles. I
will even admit that even as a Yankees
fan, I cannot help but read his stuff
Why? He's funny, but unique. 1 don 't
know of any other writer who is as
willing or able to admit an obsession
with shows aimed for 14 year old girls
(i.e. Laguna Beach, The OC, Next, any
trash on MTV, etc.) and also fully prepared to defend the cinematic credibility of The Karate Kid. Yet, he couples
his knowledge of dating shows and
television series with an incredible
array of sports facts at his command.
He is truly a historical scholar in terms
of sports. He recalls NBA games from
the 70's like a professor would recall a
19th century battle. And then he will
couple that with sarcasm after he lost
a bet by saying, "I am now going to
slam my head against my desk until I
lose consciousness and will hopefully
forget about this day and how much 1
hated myself for once again believing
that Daunte Culpepper could win an
NFL football game." This blend has
worked for him , and his effect can be
seen, well in my article or the way that
a lot of people view the world of
Some of you might be reading this
right now, and feel like I am giving
him too much credit. Maybe I am, and
I do believe he has his flaws. I think
since he has gotten really popular he
has gone through stretches of bland
material where he just makes references to the same movies (i.e. The
Shawshank
Redemption ,
and
Rounders). But I guess I am to blame
as I continue to read his stuff as tracings of his writings are spackled
through the way I talk and write. I
don 't have a choice whether to read
his articles or not, 1 need to get someone else's opinion without being
judged on why the girls of Laguna
Beach are obsessed with Cameron.

Volleyball f aces obstacles at Hall of Fame tourney
On Saturday the Mules faced
was reall y proud of the way we pulled
together in at least three different line- Bowdoin College for the third time
ups trying to find something that this season, and although they were
would work " Senior Tri-Captain Julie able to come close, for the third time
Hike had 13 kills to lead the Mules they were unable to catch the Polar
while Meredith Lawler '09 added 12 Bears, who won a 3-2 match. "This
kills and five blocks and Jessie match was a heart-breaker I felt as
thoug h
wc
played
Prentice "08 had
incredible defense and
ten as well as 19
just could not get kills
digs and six
from the outside We
aces.
Cassie
made a huge position
Sancartier '08
change
by
placing
added 34 assists
senior middle hitter ,
and Conroy had
Julie Hike, on the out19 digs.
side and she did a great
C o l b
y
said.
job ," Parent
improved in their
Bowdoin won the first
next
match
and
third
games
with
,
against Wheaton
Colby taking the second
which they won
and fourth The Mules
3-1.
Again ,
suffered another disapParent
was
pointing loss in the fifth
impressed with
game, which ended 15the ability of the
12. Lawler had 19 kills
team to adjust to
and Lanssa Levine '1C
lineup changes.
She said . "I think
Julie Hike '07 had 13 kills while Kirby
finished with 30 digs
it was a great
Captain
and four service aces.
,
team
effort
Jenny Lawrence '09 had
especially in the
new hne-up and minus our starting set- 46 assists and 23 digs and Carlie
ter " Sancartier had 35 assists and 18 Minichino '09 added 24 digs.
In their final match of the weekend.
digs while Hike had another impresBridgewater State defeated Colby foi
sive 13 kills. Tri-Captain Kendall
Kirby '07 had 20 digs and eight aces, the second time this season. Parenl
Prentice added five aces and Lawlei said, "I felt as though we were just
had 11 kills while Conroy had 10 kills
mentall y washed up after the five

By ALEXA LINDAUER
SPORTS EDITOR

Colby volleyball, after a nearly
flawless season in 2005, has had a
rough time of it since fall break , winning only one match out of seven that
they have played in the past two weeks
for an overall record of 12-16 Most
recentl y, the Mules competed at the
Hall of Fame Tournament at Mount
Holyokc College and Smith College,
where they finished 1-3. and as Head
Coach Candice Parent said , "You
name it and it went wrong."
The Mules faced a number of problems off the court: several players
were ill with stomach flus with one
ending up in the hospital , a starter
could not make Friday 's games against
Wellesley College and Wheaton
College due to academic obligations
and the team 's bus broke down on the
way to the tournament. All things considered, the Mules did reasonably well
on Friday night , losing a tight 3-2
match to Wellesley and defeating
Wheaton 3-1
Against Wellesley, Parent mixed up
the lineup to fill the position of a missing player. After losing the first two
games, first-year Megan Conroy
stepped up to fill in as setter at which
point Colby won the third and fourth
games before losing the final deciding
came, 12-15 Parent commented , "1

We had some
really close
matches, which
are always hard
to lose, but at
the same time
we took teams
to five games
when they had
beaten us in
three earlier.

Men 's rugby defeats Bowdoin , will play URI Saturday
Rhode Island playing the University of
Rhode Island.
Last Saturday at 1:00 p.m. the
women played their last game of the
regular season, and were defeated by
Bowdoin 0-66. But Co-Captain Alex
Harris '07 said, "The final score does
not reflect the way that Colby played.
The team displayed a lot of heart and
enthusiasm for the game despite being
outscored by a lot. Instead of leaving
the game with our heads down, the
team walked off the field together saying 'That was awesome. '" One reason
the score wasn 't reflective of their
effort was that in the second half their

fact that "we had a large crowd for a
club sport , and the cheering section
helped lift our players at key points in
the match." Guy Sack '09 played an
excellent defensive game. Brad Cantor
'08 replaced an injured player at propnot his usual position-and did just as
well. Rob Oh '07 scored all of Colby 's
points with three out of three successful conversions. This game was the last
of the regular season, which ended
with a record of 2-2-1. They were supposed to play a post-season game
against Maine Maritime Academy
(MMA) last Saturday, but MMA forfeited. This weekend they will be in

By WALTER CAMPBELL
STAFF WRITER

Both the men 's and women 's rugby
teams played Bowdoin College recently, but they had very different levels of
success. The men 's team won their
game and had lots of fan support ,
while the women 's team , despite their
best efforts, was sufficientl y beaten by
Bowdoin.
The men played Bowdoin on the
Saturday of Fall break , winning 9 to 3.
Co-Captain Brendan O'Keefe '07
attributed part of their success to the

coach, Tony Fletcher, put a lot of the
rookies in the game in order to give
them experience. In spite of being
forced into unfamiliar positions, the
rookies played well according to
Harris. She said that "from the
improvement over this short season
and the enthusiasm of all our players, it
looks like our spring season is going to
be successful."
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as long as Kirilenko stays healthy.
Timberwolves second behind a rejuvenated Kevin Garnctt. Nuggets come in
third because their high-powered
offense is matched with a porous
defense. Sonics finish fourth as their
solid starting rotation falls victim to a
weak bench. Trailblazers a distant last
(thoug h still manage to make
SportsCenter as the team leads the
league in player arrests).
Southwest Division: Dallas returns
to the top as Josh Howard takes the
next step and gives Dirk some support
in the frontcourt. Spurs a close second
but Tim Duncan 's best days are behind

staying healthy all season. Sixers
bounce back as Andre Igoudala has a
breakout season and takes some of
the pressure off of Allen Iverson.
Celtics fourth as Paul Pierce still
doesn 't have any help and the Knicks
bring up the year as New York basketball fans continue to hope for JayZ to move the Nets to Brookl yn and
save New York basketball.
Central Division: The Bulls finish
on top for the first time since Jordan
left thanks to free agent singing Ben
Wallace and Kirk Hinrich. Cavs in second, as Lebron takes the MVP but still
can 't do everything himself Pistons
third because the team still has depth
issues that were exacerbated by the
loss of Wallace to the Bulls. Pacers finish fourth because of a weak backcourt
and Bucks are fifth as this young team
misses the leadership of departing
Point Guard T.J. Ford.
Southeast Division: Heat repeat as
champs because Wade is good enough
to make up for the fact that Shaq won 't
show up until the playoffs. Wizards
improve and give the Heat a run for
their money but still finish second.
Magic also improve with young guns
Dwight Howard and Jameer Nelson
but don 't have the experience to compete with the conference's top contenders. Bobcats and Hawks finish at
the bottom and are fighting for lottery
position by mid-February.
Eastern Conference Playoff Teams:
Heat , Bulls , Raptors , Nets, Cavs,
Pistons, Wizards* Magic.
Western Conference
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ning to make any major personnel
changes, replace any underperforming
starters, Mestieri responded , "The
guys that have been playing have
established themselves. The freshmen
are becoming more acclimated, learning the system, and are getting into the
mix more. But there will be no signif-
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icant changes." Indeed , some peop le
think it might even be time to call this
year a lost cause, and start preparing
for next year. "Absolutely not ," Coach
Mestieri said. "We have everything to
play for. [The coaches] have too much
respect for the kids in the program to
look past next week. Every week is an
opportunity to take the field , play
together , and hopefully come out
ahead "

Continued From Page 10
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Football to play for CBB title next two weekends
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Atlantic Division: The worst division in the NBA. Raptors a surprising
first as Chris Bosh does his best
Elton Brand impersonation and TJ
Ford and Morris Peterson combine
for the division 's best back court.
Nets finish second because Jason
Kidd loses a step and Vince Carter
and Richard Jefferson have trouble
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Fresh off of my brilliant MLB
Playoff picks (1 for 4 on first round
division winners, 0 for 2 on World
Series teams) and my equally amazing
NBA picks from last year (Warriors
winning the Pacific?) I'm at it again
with more picks you can take to the
bank...by betting against whatever
teams I think will do well.
Eastern Conference

Fresh off of my
brilliant MLB
Playoff picks and
my equally
amazing NBA
picks from last
year, I'm at it
again.
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Laura Williamson'07

Williamson is the first ever Colby women's soccer player to reach 100
points after acquiring her 100th career point last Saturday against
Connecticut College. By the end of Saturday's match, she had earned her
101st career point, with 43 goals and 15 assists. She is also tied for
Colby's all time scoring record with Christine O'Donnell '03, who also
had 43 goals. Williamson is tied for second in the NESCAC for points,
with 20 on the season. She is second in goals with nine. Williamson scored
one goal and had one assist against Connecticut College on Oct. 21. She
also had two goals against the University of Maine at Farmington on Sept.
13 and against the University of New England on Sept. 28.

Phoenix Suns to win NBA f inals
By AJ HERRMANN
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Devastator of the Week

game loss to Bowdoin. Wc never
seemed to be able to get anything
going throughout this entire match." In
fact, Colby was down 1-12 at the
beginning of the game but made an
incredible comeback to lose the first
game by just two points, 28-30. The
second game had the same result. In
the third game, Kirby was taken out
for whip lash and a concussion, and
Colby was unable to recover and fight
back , losing 11-30.
Hike is taking the weekend in
stride. While disappointed with the
ultimate result , she saw much
improvement from her team. She said,
"I feel like our record this weekend
doesn 't necessarily reflect the way we
played. Our defense was some of the
best it 's been all season, and that 's
definitely encouraging. " Hike feels
those improvements can be seen in the
results of their games. "We had some
really close matches, which are
always hard to lose, but at the same
time we took teams to five games
when they have beaten us in three earlier in the season."
Colby will play in a New England
Small College Athletic Conference
tournament this weekend at Wesleyan
University this Friday and Saturday,
where they will take on Wesleyan,
Trinity College and Connecticut
College. The matches will determine
whether or not Colby will be advancing to post-season play next weekend.
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NBA Finals:
Phoenix over the
Heat as Amare,
Marion, Nash
and the Suns
finally break
through for that
ring.

him. Rockets improve to finish third
behind dynamic duo of Yao Ming and
Tracy McGrady. Hornets finish fourth;
the return to New Orleans will be nice
but don 't expect any Saints-sty le heroics. Loss of Pau Gasol until January
dumps the Grizzlies into last.
Pacific Division: Phoenix rolls to
the best record in basketball as an
Northwest Division: Jazz finish first
alread y stacked team gets better
with the return of Amarc
Stoudamire. Lakers second as
Kobe continues to score at will
on anyone and everyone (and
en Pawn f* ¦ .1. r.li.
SarraJi Lourrwr C«U/p
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a disappointing fourth. Wamors
lbJatfaMy-v wm*tm m taw Ml m*
bring up the rear, but new coach
Don Nelson brings the team back
to respectability
Western Conference Playoff
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Men 's soccer aims f or postseason Field hockey loses in
overtime to Amherst
By DYLAN PERRY
STAFF WRITER

Colby won its third game
out of its last four this past
Saturday against Connecticut
College, making their overall
record 5-5-2. The other wins
came against non-league St.
Joseph "s College and the
Maine at
University of
Farmington. The Mules lost to
Amherst College over Fall
Break weekend.
Colby went into Saturday 's
home
against
game,
Connecticut , with a must win
attitude to keep playoff
dreams alive. Co-Captain Dan
Kiernan '07 told The Echo,
MKHSON GOUZIE/THE COLBV ECHC
"We both had the same record
and while the Conn players Co-Captain Daniel Kiernan '07 strikes the ball against the Connecticut College
his
first
of
the
year,
in
the victory.
Camels.
He
had
the
game
winning
goal,
may have been thinking the
same thing we were (winner
may advance), we definitely had standing in goal and the four backs goal came on a perfect free kick by
Kieman, which Luis Mendoza '08
much more heart and energy than they were flawless."
At Amherst on the 14, Colby headed skillfully past the Farmington
did." Kiernan certainly played with
heart and energy, scoring the winning played hard, but struggled to create keeper. Colby 's insurance goal came
goal in the 2-0 victory. Kieman scored dangerous chances. Amherst capital- in the final moments on a cross from
on a free kick less than ten minutes ized on their opportunities, scoring King to Pil grim, who casually played
into the match , his first of the season. once in each half Kahane made eight a shot to the lower comer. The Mules
The Mules scored their second goal in saves for Colby. Losing junior Jamie out shot the Beavers 23-4. Kahane
the second half; sophomore Todd Waters to injury early in the match was only troubled to make one save
on the day to secure the shutout.
Boertzel played a well timed through disadvantaged the Mules ' defense
Colby p lays at Maine NESCAC
ball to James Pilgrim '07 and he from the start. This was yet another
buried it in the back of the net. New England Small College Athletic rival Bates College this Saturday at
11:00 a.m. This is the biggest game
Boertzel and Pil grim lead the Mules in Conference match this season in
points, with six a piece. Colby almost which the quality of play was relative- of the season for the Mules, and the
added a second insurance goal when ly high for the Mules, but the level of team needs as many fans as possible
to be there supporting. The winner of
Logan King '09 peddled a bicycle dangerous offensive activity low.
Ivick just over the cross bar. Fans were
In non-league play, Colby dominat- that match will earn a spot in the
ed over the past few weeks. Against post-season NESCAC tournament
stunned by the display of skill.
After the game Head Coach Mark St. Joseph's on the 12th, Colby won 4- About the game, Kiernan said , "The
Serdjenian said, "We scored two nice 2, out shooting their competitor 19-8. upcoming game against Bates is
goals and played stifling defense , Colby jgoals came from Pilgrim, Will basically a playoff game , winner
which is a great combination. Kinder '08, Logan King '09, and goes on , loser 's season is over.
Everyone who played came through Boertzel.
Everyone knows what they need to
with significant contributions. [CoAt home against Farmington on the do and I believe we definitely have it
Captain] Josh [Kahane '07] was out- 19th, Colby won 2-0. The Mules ' first in us to pull out a victory."

Success at Head of
the Charles as crew
prepares for winter
By DAVID METCALF
STAFF WRITER

In their competitive culmination of
the fall season, the Colby men 's and
women 's crew teams had rewarding
and inspirational performances this
past weekend at the prestigious Head
of the Charles regatta in Cambridge,
Massachusetts. This will be the teams'
last major regatta before the spring
competition season.
In many ways, the teams' success at
the regatta is determined by the impact
it has on the spring season. CoCaptain Matt Wallach '07 expects that
in this respect it was a success. "It
[The Head of the Charles] should give
us the motivation we need to train
hard through the winter and come out
strong in the spring."
Two weeks before the Head of the
Charles, the teams were in Pembroke,
New Hampshire at the New
Hampshire Rowing Championships,
where the men 's varsity eight boat finished eighth out of twenty-seven in
15:33.00, while the women's team finished fourth out of twenty-two in
16:30.00. Wallach said, "We're quite
happy with our results."
On Sunday, the third and last day of
the Head of the Charles, the men 's
team finished 18th of the sixty teams
in their event , all of which were fairly
competitive , and the women's team
finished 15th out of fifty-eight.
This Saturday at 9:00 a.m. the
teams will compete in the fall ColbyBates-Bowdoin Head Race at home,
which will be the last official competition of the fall 2006 season. The
teams wul continue to tram through
the winter , and expect to emerge this
coming spring stronger, faster, and
even more competitive than they
already arc

Women 's cross country
wins Maine State title
By PAT BAGLEY
STAFF WRITER

What does a farmer, a sailor, a pine
tree, and a moose have to do with the
women 's cross country team?
Absolutely nothing. These symbols,
however, appear on Maine's state seal
that features the motto "Dirigo,"
which means "I lead." And lead is
exactly what the Lady Mules did two
weeks ago at the Maine State Cross
Country Championships.
Tri-Captain Karen Prisby '07 won
the individual title for a second consecutive year with a time of 18:17 for
the five kilometer course. Anna King
'08 (18:20) claimed second place by
dusting Bates College 's star runner,
Kathryn Moore, by eight seconds.
Prisby and company finished more
than 110 meters ahead of the chase
pack, which was dominated by harriers wearing blue and white uniforms
Liz Petit '08 took fifth place overall
with a season's best time of 18:57.
Kathleen Maynard *09 finished one
second behind Petit for sixth place.
Devan Fitzpatrick '09 (19:06) rounded
out the Mule's score by placing seventh. Colby won the meet with 21
points, well ahead of Bates (2nd , 53
points) and meet host Bowdoin
College (3rd, 59 points).
While victory over these and six
other Division HI schools from the
Pine Tree State makes for a nice trophy, the women are uninspired.
"Unfortunately none of the teams in
Maine are in contention with us," tnCaptain Kirsten Davis '07 explained
"This is a fun race, but it doesn 't show
us a whole heck of a lot."
The women expect to see a whole
lot of competition from Amherst
College,
Middlebury
College ,
Williams College and Tufts University
at this weekend's New England Small
College
Athletic
Conference
Championships. A number of these

schools, Davis says, "will be within
our reach , if we are on our game."
The men 's cross country team (3rd,
59 points) brawled with Bates College
(2nd, 53 points) for every possible
point behind the formidable Bowdoin
College (1st , 33 points).
Co-Captain Dan Vassallo '07 led
the Mules with a run of 25:42 over
eight kilometers. He narrowly lost the
individual title to Bates ' Steve
Monsulick , who gained an unbelievable eight seconds on Vassallo during
a blistering last quarter mile. Despite
the lost, Vassallo is still having the season of his life. "Dan definitely has a
strong shot at qualif ying for nationals
and he 's definitel y aiming for it ," CoCaptain Jeff Alden '07 affirmed.
John Swain '08 was Colby's second
man , finishing 33 seconds behind
Vassallo in ninth place. Alden clocked
in at 26:22 for eleventh place , who
was trailed by Michael "Smokey"
Collins '07 (16th , 26:39) and Nikolajs
Batarags '10 (21st , 26:55). The average time of these five varsity runners
is 26:23, which is exactl y one minute
faster than the average time of the top
five last year.
Fortunately, the Bobcats have not
improved as much as the Mules did At
this meet last year Colby lost to Bates
by 18 points and Colby 's average varsity runner was 22 seconds slower than
the average Bates runner. This year
Colby was only three points behind
Bates and the average runner was only
three seconds slower. This margin
could be overcome if Alden , Smokey.
or Batarags ran only one or two seconds faster for every mile of the five
mile race"It comes down to so little ," Alden
said after the race, "at a big meet every
place, every second counts. It was disappointing to be that close to beating
Bates, but there 's no question that we
have the talent and manpower to get
them this weekend "

By ALEXA LINDAUER
SPORTS EDITOR

the Mules off until the 15 minute mark ,
when Snediker scored off a penalty
comer. She added another goal on a
penalty stroke with nine minutes
remaining but the Pil grims shutout
Colby for the remaining time for a
final score of 4-2. Enos had 14 saves in
the net.
Over fall break , the Mules took on
the Lord Jeffs at Amherst , who. prior
to playing Colby, was yet to achieve a
NESCAC victory. Amherst scored two
goals in the first 20 minutes of play but
Colby battled back for a tie by halftime, with Snediker scoring an unassisted goal and Maloney tall ying off an
assist from MaryClaire McGovem '08.
Neither team scored in the second half ,
sending the game into overtime. The
Mules have played extra sessions four
times this season, with one resulting in
a win and the other three ending with a
loss. The Lord Jeffs were able to score
just over a minute into the period for a
3-2 win. Enos had five saves in the
first half while tn-Captam Moll y Rice
'07 had nine stops in the second half
and overtime.
The Mules have just two games
remaining in the season. They played
St. Joseph's College after press time
on Oct. 25, and will plav this Saturday

this week
in sports
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27
• Volleyball
@ Wesleyan vs. Connection
College
8 p.m.

SATURDAY.OCTOBER 28
After an impressive win against
Wesleyan University and a near victo• Crew
ry over Williams College, Colby field
hockey hit a wall over fall break , losvs. CBB Head Race
ing to Amherst College 3-2 in overtime
9 a.m.
before taking losses to New Eng land
• Field Hockey
College last week and Connecticut
@ Bates
College last weekend. The Mules are
10:30 a.m.
now tied for ninth place with Bates
• Men's Soccer
College in the New Eng land Small
@ Bates
College Athletic Conference with a
II a.m.
league record of 1-7 and an overall
• Football
record of 3-9.
@ Bates
Connecticut picked up their second
1 p.m.
conference win of the season last week• Cross-Country
end as they squeaked past Colby for a
@ NESCAC championships
3-2 victory. The Camels started off the
Connecticut College
scoring with 18:38 left in the period but
• Women's Soccer
the Mules fought back for a 1-1 tie at
@ Bates
the half after Frazer Humes '09 scored
1:30 p.m.
off a pass from Chnssy Maloney '07
• Volleyball
Colby took the lead after intermission
@ Wesleyan
when Mary Clare Snediker '09 put one
1:30 p.m.
in with an assist from Tn-Captatn Kyla
• Volleyball
Wagman '07. Unfortunately, the
@ Wesleyan vs. Trinity
Camels rallied and scored two goals
4 p.m.
over the course of three minutes to take
the lead for good Willi seven minutes
left in the game, Colby was unable tc
put one in for the tie. The game ended
with a 3-2 result. Jamie Enos '08 had
ten saves for Colby.
The team and Head Coach Amy
Bernatchez were unhappy with
Saturday 's results. Bernatchez said,
"Our loss was a huge disappointment. We needed to beat Conn and
Bates to get into the playoff. Now it
looks like post season play is out of
the question." While she was pleased
with the effort put forth by the team
in the first half, Colby was unable to
keep up the intensity through the full
70 minutes of play. "We came out
hard and played beautifully in the
first half. Going into the second half,
we knew that we had to maintain our
MADISON GOUZIE/THE COLBY ECHC
intensity and beat Conn to every ball. The Mules fell to Connecticut College, 3-2 and now have a record of 1 7 .
Unfortunately, we got off to a slow
start in the second half.
Colby faced New England College at Bates College in season finale. Colby. This final game is one Colby
in non-league play last Tuesday and While the season has not gone the way can win that would at least bump them
found itself down 4-0 with 27 minutes the Mules would have liked , Bates is up from ninth place.
left in the match New England held tied for last place in conference with

Football drops to 1-4 after Hamilton loss
hig her
level ,"
Mestieri said.
Fans of the football
team are taking a difThe Colby football team 's losing
ferent
ang le.
streak is now at three games, and
According to one
the team is now 1-4, after dropping
first-year spectator at
Saturday 's game 6-0 to Hamilton
the Hamilton game ,
College. It was a sloppy game, due
who happens to be an
in large part to the inclement weathexpert at football .
er. There were eight turnovers and
"They ain 't fi ghters
eight sacks, and the wind made any
They just givin " up
attempt at kicking the ball an advenand s*#t." Wc all
ture. In the end, however, the Colby
hope that is not true,
offense simply could not muster Justin Smith '07 gets a pass off ahead of pressure.
and that the team
enough of an attack to put the necturns things around
essary points on the board "The
heading into the Bates
defense created opportunities that the last year finished 7-1 , and second game this weekend and the Bowdoin
offense could not take advantage of," p lace in the New Eng land Small game two weeks after that.
Head Coach Ed Mestieri said.
College Athletic Conference The team
The Hamilton loss comes on the
Indeed , the defense dominated for is now in ninth p lace in the NESCAC. heels of a 38-3 shellacking at the hands
most of the game, but the touchdown Luckil y, Bates College and Bowdoin of Amherst College. I think everybody
they allowed late in the first half was College, both of whom have yet to win who missed that game can consider
enough of a lead for Hamilton to hold a game, occupy tenth and eleventh themselves lucky to have dod ged that
on. The defensive effort came from the place, leaving Colby in first place for one, which consisted of inconsistency,
whole team, with seventeen different the coveted CBB title. "1 think right poor play and sloppy effort on all sides
p layers with at least one tackle, and six now we are in a situation where we're of the ball When asked if he was planmore with a forced fumble , fumble not executing on all levels There is a
recovery, interception or sack. The dis- great deal of inconsistency across the
Continued on Page 9
appointment continues for a team that board. We should be performing at a
By TODD HERRMANN
STAFF WRITER

Bats for Hats

INSIDE SPORTS

Columnist Steve Sandak '07 discusses a influence in his career: the Sports Guy.
PAGE B

Women s soccer earns playoff spot

The Mules defeated Connecticut College to
ensure their post season play.
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